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rowing a vibrant business can be challenging unless you have access to
working capital and operating cash.

Unfortunately, since the recession, underwriting standards are still quite
high for small businesses applying for conventional financing. That’s why
more entrepreneurs are looking to Small Business Administration (SBA)
loans to generate the cash they need to expand their business

opportunities, buy other companies, secure real estate and more.
Why SBA financing? One key reason is that because the government guarantees

a certain percentage of the loan, your bank can be somewhat more flexible in
evaluating your application.

These government-backed loans often offer longer terms at very competitive
rates, which can be an excellent way to lower your monthly payments. And because
down payments are often smaller, you have the flexibility to hold more cash in your
business. Even better – the government has raised the maximum loan size to
approximately $10 million.

Consult Your Banker About SBA Financing
There are several different loan options to choose from, so it makes sense to

consult with your banker about which option best meets your financial goals. For
example, you can consider SBA financing to:

� Expand your business through purchasing another company
� Buy new equipment, supplies, or raw materials
� Purchase inventory to fulfill a contract
� Pay off or restructure existing mortgages and other debt
� And more
In general, SBA loans offer more favorable terms than traditional commercial

loans. For example, through SBA financing you only need a 10 percent down
payment to purchase real estate, and you can generally roll all the fees into the loan
balance to conserve your company’s cash.

Another benefit to SBA financing is that these loans can be made at higher loan-
to-value ratios, feature longer repayment periods and do not include balloon
payments. Many entrepreneurs find they can qualify for higher loan amounts
because buildings and equipment can be amortized over longer time periods.

Tips for Applying for an SBA Loan
At California Bank & Trust, one of the nation’s most active and experienced SBA

lenders, we generally advise our clients to follow these recommendations to speed
the application process for SBA financing:

� Provide details on exactly how much financing you need and how you will
use it. Be precise. For example, if you are seeking $125,000 to expand your
business, explain to your lender how you will use the funds (for example, $75,000 to
support three months of expenses and another $50,000 for seven computers and a

Expand Your Business Opportunities 
Through SBA Financing

G

Betty Rengifo Uribe
Executive Vice President
California Bank & Trust | betty.uribe@calbt.com

Betty Rengifo Uribe joined California Bank & Trust in 2011 as Executive Vice
President where she leads the Business and Personal Banking Division, which is
comprised of branches and multiple business lending teams in
the San Francisco, East Bay, Sacramento, Central Valley,
Greater Los Angeles, Orange County, Antelope Valley and
Inland Empire. CB&T is a leading business and professional
bank with more than 100 branches statewide and over $10
billion in assets (www.calbanktrust.com).

During her 25-year career in the Financial Services industry,
Betty has held senior level positions in Retail Banking,
Business Banking and Strategic Planning. Prior to California
Bank & Trust, Betty was the Executive Vice President at
Comerica Bank’s Western Market Retail Division, leading the
retail bank in California and Arizona. Betty earned her bachelor’s degree in
psychology, with an emphasis in business from San Diego State University. She
received her Executive MBA from Pepperdine University in Finance and Strategy,
and is a graduate of the Consumer Banker’s Association Graduate School of Retail
Bank Management at University of Virginia, and a graduate of the Bankcard
Management School. In 2012, Betty earned her Doctorate in Organizational
Leadership from Pepperdine University. Betty has owned three businesses in
Southern California and one in South America, so she embodies the spirit of

entrepreneurship and a strong work ethic in her life.
In 2012 Betty was the executive sponsor in the creation of T.E.A.M. (Tools,

Education, Access and Mentoring), CB&T’s program which helps minority and
woman business-owners gain access to resources to help their businesses
grow (www.calbanktrust.com/team).

She has been featured in many television and radio stations as one of the
top ranking women in Financial Services in the United States. Betty is a
recipient of Pepperdine University’s American Spirit Award for her outstanding
professional achievements and dedicated public service. She was awarded a
special recognition by the Colombian government for her service to the
Colombian community in the United States.

In the last two years, Betty was highlighted as Hispanic Business
Magazine’s top 25 Corporate Elite for 2010; she was awarded “Top Woman in
Finance” and listed amongst the most Powerful Women in Finance by Women
of Color Magazine. Betty was also awarded the “Outstanding Public Service
and Community Outreach Latina Decade Award” by Para Todos Magazine.
Locally, Century City’s Women’s Business Council in Beverly Hills recognized
her as “Woman of Achievement.” She has recently received commendations
from Dianne Feinstein and Lou Correa from the U.S. Senate, and Governor
Arnold Schwarzenegger for her efforts on behalf of local businesses and
having a great impact on the State of California.

A native of Colombia, South America, Betty came to the United States at the
age of 12, then grew up in Southern California; she speaks Spanish fluently. A
mother of three, she resides in Chino Hills, CA with her husband and her
family.

server).
� Introduce your team to the bank. When bankers lend money they like to get

to know the owners and managers of the company. Help your lender by providing a
résumé for each owner or key employee, describing their functions and
responsibilities.

� Be prepared to provide collateral. SBA requires collateral to fully secure
your loan to the extent that it is available. If you are purchasing an owner-user
commercial property, the property will be used as collateral. If you are using the
loan to finance other business needs and you own a home, you will likely be asked
to pledge it. SBA may also request a lien on your business assets and may require
life insurance on sole owners of a business.

� Provide details of your credit history and credit score. Your credit score
illustrates how well you handle your obligations. While your bank will, of course, run
its own credit report, you can prepare in advance by providing details on any
potential issues ahead of time. You can further prepare by researching your credit
score using various online sites.

� Gather copies of tax returns, financial statements and bank statements.
While it can be time consuming to assemble these documents, your bank will want
to dive into the many details of your business. One way to streamline the process is
to provide a complete package of your financial documents either in a hard or soft
copy format. This will help expedite the loan process.

� Explain how you’ll meet your projections. Think about how to sell your
lender on your vision and your forecasts for success. If customers have expressed
a desire to do business with you, give your lender a copy of their correspondence.
Do your best to prove to your lender that there’s a market for your product or
service and that you can make reasonable sales and expense projections.

� Expect questions and be patient. Your lender needs to truly understand your
business and your story and will appreciate your assistance in providing all the
details that will help. Your banker will likely be presenting your loan request to
others in their organization, so he or she will need your help in making a case for
getting your loan approved. The process may take some time and may require that
you provide additional details, so it helps to be patient.

Finally, it may be possible to accelerate the process by selecting a bank that has
been designated by the SBA as part of its Preferred Lenders Program. That’s
helpful because Preferred Lenders often have the authority to approve your loan
without submitting the entire package to the SBA.

For more information on SBA loans – and on small business financing in general
— you can visit the SBA’s website at www.sba.gov and California Bank & Trust’s
site at www.calbanktrust.com

Member FDIC All loans subject to credit approval
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ight years ago, Bob and Tom, with 20 years of experience in the temporary
professional services industry, started their own staffing company using what
money they had as well as loans from friends and family. They saw the
opportunity to fill a niche in the marketplace, in this case providing
maintenance personnel to service and operate manufacturing equipment for
large companies. Today, manufacturing is slowly coming back in places such

as Orange County, but manufacturers are still cautious to hire. Bob and Tom’s
staffing company fit right into their need for workforce flexibility.

The young company was successful with over $4 million in annual sales during
each of the first two years. Despite the recession, Bob and Tom continued to grow
their company to $8 million in annual sales during the next four years. The
company’s outlook is promising, but there’s just one small problem: cash flow.

Along the way, the owners were able to hire employees using capital from the
friends and family loans. Later, a bank stepped in with a $750,000 line of credit
secured by their accounts receivable. Despite the owners trimming as much as
they could from overhead, with additional growth and the tendency for larger
corporate clients to stretch out payment terms to 60 days or longer, there was still a
capital crunch. The business was profitable, but the cash, because it came in
slowly, wasn’t there to service the growth.

For Bob and Tom, part of the answer lay in taking advantage of federal and state
tax incentives. These programs were designed as a way to use less cash for taxes
so more capital can be used to fuel business growth. There is some paperwork
involved and the programs center on hiring lower salaried workers, but they can
add significantly to your bottom line. In Tom and Bob’s case, using various
incentives amounted to an overall tax savings of $80,000 per year – a lifesaver!

Useful Tax Incentives for Growing Business
Work Opportunity Tax Credit – This federal tax credit – remember, it is more

valuable than a deduction because you get a direct credit against tax you owe – is
for hiring people in the “disadvantaged group,” which includes people who have
been unemployed, veterans, the disabled and six other groups. The tax credit
equals 40 percent of the first year wages up to $6,000 per employee. For example,
if you hire an average of five employees per month and 10 percent of them qualify
for the tax credit, you could save a maximum of $36,000 per year with this credit.

Federal Expensing Rules on Equipment Purchases – Growing companies
often need to make equipment purchases to fuel their growth. In 2013, companies
can expense up to 50 percent of new equipment purchases in the year of
purchase. The equipment must have a useful life of less than 15 years.

Section 179 Depreciation – This is an additional depreciation deduction of up to
$500,000 that can be taken in the year assets are purchased. This deduction can
be a useful cash management technique for fast growing companies. It’s just a way

Your Company is Young, With Exploding Growth, and You’re Low on Cash
This is the perfect time to fuel your growth with tax credits and incentives

by Sean Kelly, CPA, Tax Partner, Hein & Associates LLP

E

About Hein & Associates

Hein & Associates LLP is recognized as a leading accounting and
advisory firm where its people and clients share knowledge, thrive in a
culture of teamwork and build long-term relationships deeply rooted in
integrity.

Hein serves public and private companies in a variety of industries
across the country from our offices in Denver, Dallas, Houston and
Orange County. We also serve clients globally through our alliance with

associations of independent accounting firms around the world.
According to Accounting News Report, Hein is ranked among the

Top 25 auditors serving SEC registrants, and Accounting Today lists
Hein among the nation’s overall Top 100 accounting and advisory
firms. Hein has been named to Inside Public Accounting’s “Best of the
Best Firms” list, honoring only 25 firms for their management and
superior operational performance.

accelerate the tax benefit into the first year when you need it most.
State of California Enterprise Zones – The State of California has over 40

enterprise zones; two are located in Orange County: the Santa Ana and Anaheim
Enterprise Zones. Companies located in the zones can take advantage of a
number of state tax benefits.

The most popular enterprise zone benefit is the hiring tax credit. Companies
located in one of the zones can utilize this credit to offset California state taxes. The
credit starts out with 50 percent of qualified employees’ wages – it is limited to 150
percent of minimum wage – in the first year of employment, and continues to
decrease 10 percent per year through the fifth year of employment. Based upon the
current minimum wage of $8-per-hour, companies can generate a maximum credit
of $12-per-hour of payroll paid to a qualified employee. A qualified, full-time
employee can generate a credit of over $37,000 over the first five years of
employment.

The zones also provide a sale and use tax credit. Companies located in one of
the zones that purchase equipment receive a state income tax credit for sales and
use taxes paid to the state. On large equipment purchases, this can really add up.
There are also additional benefits available to companies located in the zones.

Conclusion
If the government is offering your business incentives to grow, why not take

advantage of them? As profitable companies grow, there is an assumption that the
business will generate enough cash flow to fund the growth. But as all
entrepreneurs know, this is not necessarily the case. Business owners need to
think strategically about how to preserve their precious capital and take advantage
of any incentives that are available to them.

Sean Kelly
Sean Kelly, CPA, is tax partner in the Orange County

office of Hein & Associates LLP, a full-service public
accounting and advisory firm with additional offices in
Denver, Houston and Dallas. He provides tax planning
and compliance services to closely held businesses and
public companies, and regularly assists with entity
planning and selection, business planning, estate
planning, succession planning and charitable giving. He
also has extensive experience with capital structure,
capital formation, mergers and acquisitions, and compensation issues. Sean
can be reached at skelly@heincpa.com or 949.428.0288.
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he year 2015 is just around the corner. For
many in healthcare, that year will be a
turning point in our nation’s history, since it
marks the official beginning of the
paperless era.

It has been a work in progress, with
much headway made since September 2010,
when the U.S. government released the final,
long-awaited details on the specific rules and
regulations associated with the shift toward an
electronic healthcare system, as per the
previously announced 2009 American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act (ARRA).

Initially, in February 2009, the ARRA was
passed into law by Congress. A component of
the Obama Administration’s overall economic
stimulus plan, the ARRA calls for more than $29
billion in incentives to be dedicated to the HIT
sector, pursuant to the Health Information
Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act
(HITECH). This includes more than $19 billion allocated to aid
healthcare entities as they strive to advance their operations through
the implementation of HIT solutions. A portion of that amount – $17.2
billion – has been allocated to HIT infrastructure relating to
Medicare/Medicaid incentives for physicians and hospitals.

The portions of the stimulus plan dedicated to Federally Qualified
Healthcare Centers ($1.5 billion) and Indian Health Services ($85
million) commenced distribution during the second half of 2009. Quality Systems was
already experienced in these areas, having served each for the past 18 years. The
majority of the funds allocated under the stimulus plan tied into physician incentives
began at the onset of 2011 when those physicians that demonstrated “Meaningful
Use” (government-approved use) of EHR on a government-certified system. While
the definition of “meaningful use” and the standards for government certification were
finalized in late 2010, Quality Systems was already well-positioned to meet the long-
awaited requirements. The definitions include, among others: e-prescribing capability;
the ability to electronically exchange health information to improve quality and
promote care coordination; and the capability to report on clinical quality measures.
Stage 2 Meaningful Use criteria were also recently established. All the incentives will
continue to be offered to the medical community through 2015.

Already, much of the industry has shifted toward transitioning to electronic health
records (EHR). In fact, 2/3 of our nation’s physicians have already adopted to EHR.

Quality Systems, a pioneer in helping medical practices automate their businesses,
already serves more than 4,000 practices and hospitals, which spans in excess of
80,000 physicians and dentists.

Nearly 40 years ago, Quality Systems chairman, Sheldon Razin, identified the need
for automating medical and dental practices; a vision he first saw in the 1970s and a
path he and senior management have been carefully plotting since the company’s
inception.

Quality Systems and its NextGen Healthcare subsidiary develop and market
computer-based EHR, practice management and revenue cycle management
applications as well as connectivity products and services for medical and dental
group practices and small hospitals. The company is a leader in the EHR sector, and
its products are CCHIT Certified®, meaning they have been certified for use by the
Certification Commission for Health Information Technology, a leading independent,
501(c)3 nonprofit organization with the public mission of accelerating the adoption of
robust, interoperable health information technology. The Commission has been
certifying electronic health record technology since 2006.

Paperless Prowess
Throughout 2012, ARRA incentives were provided to those physicians and medical

practices that adopted implementation of EHR and incorporated systems that
communicate with each other to keep patient information confidential, seamless,
current and interactive amongst all constituents including healthcare providers,
payors and patients.

The extraordinary sea-change that is occurring in our healthcare system will
positively impact how medicine is practiced, paid for, reimbursed and delivered in our
country. Healthcare providers are already recognizing the enormous opportunities
afforded them by partaking in the incentive program and are swift to realize the
financial benefits.

Healthcare providers that participated in early EHR adoption were eligible to
receive up to $44,000. According to the ARRA, physicians that are entitled to the full
$44,000 each will see these dollars distributed annually in five increments. Currently,
20 percent of the nation’s healthcare systems have adopted EHR. It is the U.S.
government’s intent that the remaining 80 percent will operate on electronic medical
platforms by the desired 2015 date. Medicare reimbursement penalties for non-
compliant HIT adoption begin in 2015. The government believes 75 percent of the
stimulus spending will have occurred between 2011 and 2013. That said, we are still
smack dab in the heart of the process.

Arming the Forces
Quality Systems has been preparing for this dynamic period, and over the past few

years has been dedicated to expanding its network through the hiring of additional

U.S. Healthcare System’s Rapid Road to Digitalization
Orange County electronic medical records leader helps physicians, 

hospitals and dentists prepare for the paperless platform

T
employees to prepare. The growth in its
employee network was due to the vast
opportunities that lie ahead in the HIT sector.

To prepare, the company added staff across
its sales, marketing, implementation and
training departments. In addition, the company
completed several acquisitions of
complementary platforms to help arm itself with
the capabilities necessary to serve this
changing healthcare electronic marketplace.
Now, with 2,400 employees worldwide, Quality
Systems is well-armed with a team that stands
ready to provide all the key tools needed to
succeed in this paperless landscape.

The Right Prescription
In anticipation of the release of the

government’s final regulations, Quality
Systems has restructured the company
operationally, establishing several clearly

defined business units and appointing experienced leadership to
head each of them. These strategic initiatives allowed Quality
Systems and its team to capitalize on what is expected to be a
substantial opportunity for capturing additional market share amid
this growing electronic healthcare landscape.

With the increased need and demand for EHRs resulting from the
ARRA, Quality Systems spent the past several years preparing by:

� Ramping up its sales and training staff
� Completing seven acquisitions in three years to round out the scope of its product 

and service offering in preparation of the upcoming sea-change in healthcare
� Increasing employee base by hundreds, bringing the current employee base to 

2,400
� Creating five divisions from two – medical, dental, electronic data interchange 

(EDI), RCM and acute care
� Appointing new management members to enhance the senior leadership team
� Ensuring delivery of ancillary products and services that complement its award-

winning EHR solution
With a strengthened management team and specifically defined business units,

Quality Systems is well positioned to serve the market with its innovative portfolio
of products and services that cater to meeting the evolving needs of a changing
healthcare delivery system. Its 26 different plug-and-play modules span all
physician specialties for EHR and are believed to be the broadest offering in the
sector. Its award-winning products and services bring cutting-edge solutions to
users.

Looking ahead, Quality Systems continues to reach a diversified customer base
through cutting-edge offerings of multiple innovative products and services that
cater to medical, dental and ambulatory practices, as well as small hospitals.

From its various business units, the company creates customized solutions
based on the individual needs of its rapidly growing client base, whether it is a
small hospital, a management services organization, a growing dental enterprise, a
large physician group practice or an expansive health system.

HIT: The Root of it All
During its nearly 40 years in operation, the vision to automate medical and

dental practices has become a successful reality through organic growth and
acquisition. Today, that reality continues to guide the company and shape both the
HIT sector as well as the nation’s future electronic-based healthcare delivery
system.

Quality Systems’ growth is continually recognized, and it is considered among
the fastest-growing HIT companies in the sector by investment community
analysts, third-party organizations and industry trade associations. Quality
Systems ranked again on Forbes’ list of “America’s 200 Best Small Companies” –
recognized for the 12th consecutive year. In addition, the company ranked again
on Forbes’ list of “America’s Fastest-Growing Tech Companies.” It also has earned
several American Business Awards, International Business Awards and BestinBiz
awards for its management and team efforts, innovative solutions and marketing
strides.

After its reorganization and preparation for the future opportunities that lie ahead,
Quality Systems is optimally positioned to capture additional market share and
capitalize on the immediate right-place, right-time opportunity afforded it by the
ARRA.

As the company remains focused on aiding physicians, medical groups and
dental practices as they enter the digital age by presenting them with next-
generation products and services, it expects the years ahead will be filled with
continually advancing technologies and much broader EHR adoption.

The digitalization of healthcare has arrived and Quality Systems – with its nearly
four decades of vision, excellence and a reputation for delivering incomparable
solutions – is a key proponent in helping so many players participate in the path to
going paperless.

For more information, please contact Quality Systems Inc. at 949.255.2600 or
visit www.qsii.com.
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had several goals when entering the Fully Employed MBA (FEMBA) program:
launching a successful business; becoming a better leader; and overall personal
growth,” said Jon Rettinger, FEMBA ’11, president and founder of TechnoBuffalo
LLC. “I can honestly say all of my goals were realized and it was one of the best
experiences of my life. Venture capitalists weren’t willing to talk to me before I

started the FEMBA Program at the Merage School. Soon after I started, several faculty
and staff members facilitated some connections to a few executives they believed
would be interested in my concept. Not long after that, my business was born and now
TechnoBuffalo is in the top-tier of technology blogs with over 6.4 million page views per
month. The Merage School MBA gave me the skills and confidence to launch me on my
career path.”

Unlike larger business schools and those with extensive online or satellite classes,
UC Irvine’s Paul Merage School of Business provides students with direct access to a
faculty of top-notch professors, experienced business executives, and a dedicated staff
who provide a challenging yet highly personalized learning environment. In this way,
the Merage School creates an educational experience tailored to each student, helping
them to achieve their unique career goals.

“We have made a commitment to our students to provide the highest quality MBA
education possible,” said Andy Policano, dean of The Paul Merage School of Business.
“Our faculty, students, staff and the business community have provided us with
invaluable feedback on how we can continue to improve our curriculum and resources
to better meet the demands of our students and the employers that hire them. We
listened closely and we implemented many suggestions. This open dialog has provided
tremendous value to our mission as a top public university research-based business
school and sets the stage for future successes at the School.”

Upon entry into the Merage School, students are assigned small study teams that will
be maintained throughout the program. These teams are hand-selected by faculty and
staff to provide a diverse, balanced learning experience for the students helping them
to develop strong teamwork and leadership skills.

“By personally assigning teams, we challenge our students to thrive academically and
develop the teamwork and management skills that will take them to the next level in
their careers,” said Assistant Dean of the Full-Time MBA program Gary Lindblad. “We
want every student to be challenged by their student peers, and be held accountable
for their individual contributions to team projects. This approach gives our students the
confidence to handle any type of management challenge.”

Many experience this personal touch at their first encounter. “I still remember when I
first met Gary Lindblad for the interview in Beijing,” said Bonnie Chen, MBA ’11, who is
currently working as a senior project manager for Johnson and Johnson in Shanghai. “I
told him my career aspirations and he shared with me his insights as an educator on
how an MBA can prepare future business leaders to make positive impacts on the
business community. Gary’s personal insights helped solidify my decision to pursue an
MBA at the Merage School,” Chen recalled.

“The time I spent at the Merage School was not only enriching from a knowledge

UC Irvine’s Merage School Shows 
Personalization is Key to MBA Success

perspective, but it also emphasized the value of collaborating with a global class,” said
Geetanjali Singh, MBA ’10, from her office at Oracle in Mumbai. “Some of my best
friends today are my Merage School classmates and a number of them come from
different cultures. My time spent with them has helped me grow as a person, both
professionally and personally. Today, I have classmates in more than eight countries,
and I can reach out to them at any time.”

According to Jean Batman, MBA ’85, attorney and co-founder of Legal Venture
Counsel Inc., “The School provided me with the tools to become a successful
entrepreneur in the legal industry. Success in the business world requires many
different skills and effective team-building is critical. However, the more hats you wear
in business, the more important it is to have some competency in a variety of critical
skills, like the ability to produce a quality product or service, understand the market and
the competition and analyze financial statements. Batman added, “The Merage School
provided me with a great personalized education, but not without some ‘tough love’
assignments and feedback from faculty members. I may not have realized it at the
time, but those moments were paramount to my ability to effectively run a legal
business.”

The personalization strategy has served the students and the School equally well.
UC Irvine’s Paul Merage School of Business consistently ranks among the top 10
percent of all AACSB-accredited programs through world-class faculty, a strong alumni
network and close individual and corporate relationships. These rankings reflect the
quality of students the School can successfully recruit, overall student satisfaction,
faculty research and the career outcomes of students after graduation.

“Over the past few years, we increased our focus on personalization even in our
recruitment efforts. We held more recruitment events, increased our student outreach
and the involvement of our faculty, current students and alumni in recruitment efforts,”
said Alladi Venkatesh, professor and associate dean of Masters Programs. “All of these
tactics combined resulted in a better-qualified target audience for our MBA programs,
and ultimately, a strong yield with regard to our enrollment.”

The Paul Merage School of Business offers four MBA programs: a Full-Time MBA,
part-time MBA (Fully Employed MBA), Executive MBA and a Health Care Executive
MBA program. In addition, the school offers PhD and undergraduate business degrees.
Recently, the school introduced three new Master’s programs: a Master of Professional
Accountancy and joint master’s programs like the Master of Science in Engineering
Management and Master of Science in Biotechnology Management.

Located in the heart of America’s Tech Coast, The Paul Merage School of Business
at UC Irvine combines the academic strengths and best traditions of the University of
California with the cutting-edge, entrepreneurial spirit of Orange County.

The Fully Employed MBA program is accepting applications for an accelerated 27-
month MBA program that starts Spring 2013. All four MBA programs, and the new
master programs, are accepting applications for Fall 2013.

For more information, visit merage.uci.edu/mbaprograms.

Geetanjali (Geet) Singh, MBA '10 
Marketing Manager, Oracle Corporate Citizenship, Asia Pacific

Jon Rettinger, FEMBA '11 
President and founder, TechnoBuffalo LLC

I
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o matter what size your company may be, it’s
imperative that senior executives maintain a
culture of entrepreneurship. In fact, companies
that regard themselves as entrepreneurial
outperform their peers across a range of critical
metrics, including revenues, profitability and hiring.

It is important to note that in a recent survey of
more than 650 executives at mid-sized companies, nearly
six in ten said they believe the U.S. is the most
accommodating nation in the world for entrepreneurs. And
while a higher number of respondents believe the U.S. was more accommodating in the
past, twice as many executives surveyed (35 percent) believe their companies have
become more entrepreneurial since they joined, versus less (16 percent).

This bodes well for the U.S. economy, because while midmarket companies may lack
the flash of a start-up or the broad name recognition of a global enterprise, collectively such
companies (defined as those that generate between $50 million to $1 billion in annual
revenue) are an impressive economic force. As a group, the midmarket segment employs
more people than the entire S&P 500 and has total revenues equal to 40 percent of the
U.S. GDP.

A continuing commitment to entrepreneurship can serve midmarket companies well
going forward. When asked about their strategic priorities for the next 12 months, survey
respondents cited growing organically in existing markets, introducing new products and
services, and expanding into new markets as three of the top five (see chart).
Entrepreneurship is critical to those undertakings. It can play a role in more prosaic
strategies as well, such as reducing costs, improving margins, and increasing cash flow.

“Entrepreneurship at its core is about all the things a
business does every day,” says Tom McGee, national
managing partner, Deloitte Growth Enterprise Services. “It’s
about being open to innovation in everything you do, from
core operational issues to your relationships with
employees, customers, and suppliers.”

While the survey of midmarket executives revealed what
McGee terms “a level of apprehension” regarding current
economic conditions (see chart), he notes that “two major
sources of uncertainty, the ‘fiscal cliff’ and the deficit

challenge, are now on the table and being actively discussed. The entrepreneurial spirit is
still alive, so if those issues can be addressed effectively, we expect to see a reduction in
the number of executives who regard uncertainty as a major obstacle to growth.”

Companies that display a commitment to entrepreneurial thinking share certain
characteristics apart from superior corporate performance. Most notably, they  “demonstrate
a real commitment to employees,” McGee says. “They recognize and reward them, not just
in terms of compensation but in a broader sense: they celebrate them.”

As McGee notes, 20 of the 50 most recent companies added to the S&P 500 were
founded in 1990 or later. To progress from start-up to the ranks of the S&P 500 in just three
decades – and often less – strongly suggests that when companies embed a commitment
to entrepreneurship in their organizational DNA, they not only improve their ability to
innovate but become adaptive and nimble in ways that allow them to seize opportunity at
every turn.

About Deloitte
Deloitte refers to one or more of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited, a UK private company limited
by guarantee, and its network of member firms, each of which is a legally separate and independent
entity. Please see www.deloitte.com/about for a detailed description of the legal structure of Deloitte
Touche Tohmatsu Limited and its member firms. Please see www.deloitte.com/us/about for a detailed

description of the legal structure of Deloitte LLP and its subsidiaries. Certain services may
not be available to attest clients under the rules and regulations of public accounting.
Copyright © 2013 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
Member of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited

Rob Lucenti, 
Office Managing Partner,
Orange County Practice, 
Deloitte & Touche LLP

Rob Lucenti is the managing partner
of Deloitte’s Orange County practice. In
this role, he oversees Deloitte’s four
businesses: audit, tax, consulting, finan-
cial advisory services. With over twenty
years of public accounting experience,
Rob serves as an advisory partner on
many of the practice’s major clients.
Contact Rob at 714.436.7241

Entrepreneurship: It’s Not Just For Start-Ups

“Entrepreneurship at its core is about all the
things a business does every day. It’s about

being open to innovation in everything you do,
from core operational issues to your

relationships with employees, customers, and
suppliers.”

N

* This article produced in conjunction with The Build Network
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t’s never too early to teach teens business,”
according to Stephen Christensen, founder of the
Teen Entrepreneur Academy (TEA) at Concordia
University. “Our local business leaders have
acknowledged the relevance and importance of
entrepreneurship as an educational and economic

remedy, making the need for youth entrepreneurship
programs more evident than ever. With the recent
recession creating a new standard of employment,
entrepreneurship has become both popular and
essential for job creation; and what better environment
to host the Academy than entrepreneurial Orange
County, a hotbed of technology, innovation and
business startups.” TEA fosters a business-savvy future
workforce that ultimately supports America’s economic
vitality.

A 2011 national Gallup survey of high schoolers found
that:

� 86 percent wished they had more business 
classes

� Seven out of 10 said they want to start their own business
What do high school kids know about being entrepreneurs? It turns out

their curiosity about the world around them, their natural creativity,
willingness to take risks and unbridled enthusiasm are the characteristics
of our greatest entrepreneurs. Concordia’s TEA is a one-week residential
summer camp program for teenagers that encourages the next
generation of entrepreneurs. This program encourages business
ownership in young people whose inventiveness and drive can actually
teach us something about being entrepreneurs. TEA empowers
TeenPreneurs to kick-start their business dreams while writing their
business plans.

Living in the university’s dorms on campus in Irvine, 50 teenagers get
total immersion in entrepreneurial culture and business principles. The
2013 Academy occurs Sunday, July 14 to Friday, July 19. Information
online: www.cui.edu/tea.

“Concordia’s Teen Entrepreneur Academy focuses on building the
academic, business and life skills of teenagers, encouraging them to graduate high school,
attend college and develop workplace skills so they can lead happy, healthy and
productive lives in today’s competitive global economy.” explained Concordia University’s
President, Dr. Kurt Krueger.

Last summer, 40 teenagers from 16 Orange County high schools and two from China

Why Teach Teenagers Business?

I
attended six classes a day including visits to local
companies and presentations by successful
entrepreneurs. The week ended with a business plan
competition.

Adam Brownell, 17, a junior from San Clemente High
said he didn’t know what the word “entrepreneur” meant
when his dad, Mike, enrolled him and his sister Rachel
in program last summer. Nevertheless, Adam won the
$1,000 top prize for his business plan for Jukebox, a
social media site on which teens could share videos and
music and connect with others who like the same type
of entertainment. He has since been hired as an intern
at KCOMM, working with its CEO Sinan Kanatsiz, the
founder of the Internet Marketing Association.

Five Reasons to Teach High School Students
Entrepreneurship

1. Job Creation & Economic Growth.
Entrepreneurship is the future of economic growth. It

stimulates job creation. Exposing teenagers to entrepreneurship prepares
them for the growing economy.

2. Real World Experience. Teaching entrepreneurship gives students a
real world touchstone, connecting the theory, critical thinking and analysis
with real world situations.

3. Curriculum Missing From High School. Business, economics and
entrepreneurship are missing from most high schools where these subjects
should first be introduced.

4. Applied Learning. Students experience the challenges of starting their
own businesses, learning the real world utility of subjects they studied. They
learn from “hands-on” personal experience.

5. College Preparation.  One in three U.S. high school students drop out
– that’s 7,000 students every day; 81 percent of dropouts report they would
have stayed in school if it were more relevant.

The Academy is an experiential business education that includes
planning, goals-setting, budgeting, deadlines and instant feedback.
Students experience a low-risk way to launch a business. Successful

entrepreneurs and business faculty teach and mentor students with step-by-step advice,
training and equipping the next generation of entrepreneurs, young men and women of
character and integrity. The investment is $495 per student. Scholarship assistance is
needed for low-income and at-risk students.

Apply online www.cui.edu/tea. Contact: stephen.christensen@cui.edu, 714.272.7865.
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hat happens after you achieve entrepreneurial success? For Gary Standel,
president of West Coast Aviation Services, it’s all about gaining altitude. In
2005, Standel received the Excellence in Entrepreneurship Award for his
achievements in the aviation industry and local business community. Since
bestowed with the honor, Standel continues to grow his full-service aviation
company, providing infinite aviation solutions, including: aircraft charter and

management services, aircraft maintenance, aircraft sales and fractional shares.
As West Coast Aviation Services expands, it is clear Standel’s ambition holds no

bounds. Nowadays, the private charter fleet boasts 25 aircraft, ranging from turboprops to
heavy jets, with numerous options in between. Flashback to 1987, a small start-up charter
company with one turbo prop aircraft available for charter, and it’s hard to believe how far
West Coast Aviation Services has come. While most entrepreneurs might say “I have
arrived!” Standel still says, “I’m not finished yet!”

Following a busy year in 2012, including over 2 million miles and more than 17,000
passengers flown, West Coast Aviation Services continues to push the envelope. With
access to some 12,000 airports not serviced by commercial airlines, it’s no wonder more
people are switching to private charter operators to tackle their unique flight missions. In
fact, the company’s unique and progressive regional fractional shares program currently

Set a Flight Plan for Success

W
attracts new clients looking for optimized solutions for their personal and business travel
needs primarily in the western U.S., Mexico and Canada. Additionally, due to an increase in
customers curious to experience the advantages aircraft ownership, the company now
offers 50 percent ownership interest in select turbo-prop and jet aircraft to expand the
options available.

As individual and market needs change, West Coast Aviation Services continues adapt
and deliver cost-effective alternatives. Whether you seek a less traditional travel method or
wish to explore aircraft ownership options we provide a solution that fits your unique profile.
Coupled with 25 years of industry knowledge and expertise, we continue to challenge the
norms and exceed customer expectations at every opportunity.

This year, as the successful Orange County entrepreneurs pine over the coveted
Excellence in Entrepreneurship Award, it is the perfect time to set a game plan for continued
growth and success. Studies prove that companies who use business aviation as a tool
return more to shareholders than their industry competitors who do not. As Standel might
say, “take the runway less traveled!” Set your sights on the sky and soar to new heights.
Congratulations to this year’s Excellence in Entrepreneurship Awards Nominees!

For more information, please call 949.852.8340 or email
info@westcoastaviationservices.net.

Gary StandelThe 2005 Excellence in Entrepreneurship winners
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est Chauffeured has provided first class transportation
solutions for over 18 years. Best maintains a large fleet
serving several of Orange County’s top corporations,
celebrities, VIPs, hotels, meeting planners and DMCs. As a
Best Chauffeured client or guest, you’ll gain the freedom to
make the most of your time whether you travel for business or

leisure. Best Chauffeured strives to go beyond transportation to give
you the best experience imaginable and become your most trusted
transportation partner. Best offers worldwide service in 500 cities and
50 countries – 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

In 1995, Best Chauffeured began modestly by serving the wedding
and weekend limousine rental market and quickly built its outstanding reputation. Upholding
that reputation has been central to the steady growth of Best Chauffeured Worldwide. The
foundation of Best was built the right way from the start. Best fully owns its three acre
headquarters complex, fully owns its fleet, spares no expense in the area of safety and
operates under a methodical sound business model.

The Best Fleet
Best Chauffeured Worldwide partnered with Livery Coach Solutions to provide the core

operational systems for the fleet, in addition to implementing newly developed technological
methodologies. Livery Coach has developed a range of technological enhancements not
merely for Best, but for the limousine industry as a whole. The technology that Best
Chauffeured utilizes allows for convenient booking and confirmation in real time, integrated
reservation and dispatch modules, and GPS tracking of all company vehicles.

With an extensive fleet of sedans, limousines, vans, SUVs, mini-coaches and motor
coaches, Best Chauffeured is able to accommodate any type of transportation need. Their
professionally trained chauffeurs, pristine vehicles, 24-hour reservations support, vehicle
tracking and flight tracking provide customers with the highest level of service possible.

The Best Chauffeured Difference

B
The Best Customer Service

The Customer Service and Reservations Department at Best
Chauffeured consists of senior-level customer service specialists
who have been carefully selected and have years of experience in
dealing with corporate and executive transportation needs
throughout the world. They truly understand the level of
expectation of those we serve and are available to handle any and
all needs that may arise – any time of day from anywhere in the
world.

The Group Department at Best Chauffeured makes planning the
transportation for your next event simple. The Best Chauffeured

Group Department will work with your event planners to understand the needs and
challenges of your event. They will suggest the most efficient way to utilize the diverse
fleet of vehicles, which can accommodate groups of all sizes. Over the past 18 years,
Best Chauffeured has perfected the process of coordinating transportation and logistics
for group events and meetings.

Beyond. Transportation.
The professional team at Best Chauffeured is at your service to take you anywhere you

need to go. Whether your destination is an international airport or an internationally
renowned restaurant, Best Chauffeured is here to get you to your destination—on time
and in style. Regardless of what your transportation need requires, you never have to
worry because Best takes care of all the details. From determining the most efficient
route to ensuring the vehicle is stocked with requested beverages, the goal of Best
Chauffeured is to allow you time to relax and enjoy the journey.

To make a reservation or to learn more about Best Chauffeured, please visit
www.bestchauffeured.com or call 866.323.BEST (2378).

hether you’re a retailer stocking your shelves, a
manufacturer fulfilling orders, or any other type of
business, understanding what lies ahead is an
important part of running a healthy enterprise.
Forecasting key business factors, such as sales
demand, receivables, payables and working capital,

can help reduce excess inventory and wages, offer competitive
prices, and keep your company on solid financial footing.

While no forecast is guaranteed, using the right method goes
a long way toward getting meaningful results. To help you
determine the right forecasting methods for your business, ask
yourself these five questions.

1. How far into the future do you plan to forecast? Forecasting is generally more
accurate in the short term — the longer the time period, the more likely it is that customer
demand or market trends will change. While quantitative methods, which rely on historical
data, are typically the most accurate forecasting methods, they don’t work well for long-term
predictions. If you’re planning to forecast over several years, try qualitative forecasting
methods, which rely on expert opinions instead of company-specific data.

2. How steady is your demand? The economy, industry trends, sales promotions and
other factors can cause sales to fluctuate. If demand for your products/services varies,
consider forecasting with a quantitative method, such as time-series decomposition, which
examines historical data and allows you to adjust for market trends, seasonal trends and
business cycles. You also may want to adopt forecasting software, which allows you to plug
other variables into the equation, such as individual customers’ short-term buying plans.

3. How much data do you have? Quantitative forecasting techniques require varying
amounts of historical information. For instance, you’ll need about three years of data to use
exponential smoothing, a simple yet fairly accurate method that compares historical averages
with current demand. If you want to forecast for something you don’t have data for, such as a
new product/service, you’ll either need to use qualitative forecasting or base your forecast on
historical data for a similar product/service in your arsenal.

4. How do you fill your orders? Of course, this varies greatly with each industry. For
example, if you manufacture your products to stock instead of producing them as customers
order them, forecasting is particularly critical for establishing accurate inventory levels and
improving cash flow. For peak accuracy, take the average of multiple forecasting methods.

5. How many types of products or services do you sell? If you are forecasting demand
for a wide variety of products/services, consider a relatively simple technique, such as
exponential smoothing. If you offer only one or two key products/services, it’s probably worth
your time and effort to perform a more complex, time-consuming forecast for each one, such
as a statistical regression.

Susan Levinstein, CPA, is a partner with HMWC CPAs & Business Advisors
(www.hmwccpa.com) in Tustin. She heads the Complete Financial Office Solutions
department and the Women-Owned Business practice. Susan can be contacted at
714.505.9000.

Five Questions For Better Forecasting
by Susan Levinstein, CPA, partner, HMWC CPAs & Business Advisors

W
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warm summer day, a cold drink, great music and amazing seats are essential
components for a premium concert experience. At The Verizon Wireless
Amphitheater in beautiful Irvine, Calif., you can expect nothing less from the
upcoming 2013 summer concert season.

Since 1998, Live Nation has been rocking concerts
and festivals at the 16,085-capacity venue with artists

such as KISS, Mötley Crüe, The Dave Mathews Band, Luke
Bryan and many more. The venue has set a standard for
entertaining, and is currently Orange County’s largest
amphitheater.

Premium Seating
To truly enjoy a concert at Verizon Wireless

Amphitheater, Live Nation offers a unique VIP
experience that includes everything from premium seating and parking to VIP lounges and
concessions. Premium Seating clients enjoy a private entrance, VIP Club access, a catered
meal, and prime seating locations in either box seats or orchestra seating. Never miss a

Enjoy the VIP Experience With Live Nation
by Kevin Castech

A

beat with dedicated wait services to your
seat.

Once the show is over, VIP guests are
welcome to keep the night alive at the VIP
Club. With a private bar, dance floor and
resident DJ, the premium concert
experience continues into the night.

Make a Statement
Investing in the welfare of your business

is a sure way to achieve success and will
bring high morale to all levels of your
organization. Business owners and
corporations are using the VIP concert
experience to build and maintain
relationships and reward and recognize
employees. Think outside the typical wine
and dine outing with box seats.

The Premium Seating packages offered
at Verizon Wireless Amphitheater offer an
all-inclusive experience catered to
corporate and client entertaining. Concerts
become a fun and memorable evening
guests will never forget and lead to future
business relationships.

VIP Summer Concert Premiere 
To welcome new and returning VIP

clients, Live Nation will be holding an open
house event at The Verizon Wireless
Amphitheater on Wednesday, March 27,
2013 from 12 p.m. – 3 p.m. Guests who
RSVP can look forward to a luncheon
including raffles and gift bags along with an
exclusive look at the VIP Club and preview
available season seat locations.

This event will bring together industry
leaders throughout Orange County with the
opportunity to explore new realms in
corporate entertainment. Come for the
networking opportunities and to discover
one of Southern California’s top VIP
concert venues. To RSVP send us an e-
mail at VIPLA@livenation.com or call
323.769.4340 today!

For more information on Premium
Seating at Verizon Wireless Amphitheater,
call 323.769.4340 or email
VIPLA@livenation.com.
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29 Prime Inc., Irvine
Russell Wallace, Co-Founder/CEO

Russell Wallace is someone who is always thinking about new
business ideas and how he can make them happen. Initially, Russell
was not involved with search engine optimization (SEO), despite it
now being the focus of his company, 29 Prime. At age 19, he started
his own multi-million dollar mortgage company after undergoing open-
heart surgery, and employed hundreds of people throughout the area.
Unfortunately, he would have to withdraw from the company a few
years later in order to undergo treatment when diagnosed with
leukemia. He survived leukemia and in 2007, Russell founded a small
company that re-sold the products of an existing SEO company,
planting the seeds for 29 Prime. Russell also recently launched a new
business venture in 2012: Sky Motorsports. Today, 29 Prime Inc. has received several
notable recognitions. It is ranked sixth among all advertising and marketing companies on
the Inc. 500, with a three-year sales growth of 5708 percent.

Ad Ventures Digital Corp., Costa Mesa
Peter Nguyen, CEO

Peter Nguyen is the CEO of Ad Ventures Digital Corp., a leading
direct-response marketing company that works with various brands to
create online campaigns such as Cellucor, 100% Pure, Seacret and
the Ronnie Coleman Signature Series. Peter has also created the
leading Internet entrepreneurship curriculum in the country,
Advertiser360. The curriculum is currently being used by Baylor
University, which has the second-ranked entrepreneurship program in
the U.S. At only 30 years old, Peter has already helped thousands of
aspiring entrepreneurs, like himself, attain success online.

All Green Electronics Recycling, Tustin
Arman Sadeghi, CEO

Arman Sadeghi has created and propagated an environmentally
friendly business, and in doing so has effectively minimized electronic
waste throughout the state of California and beyond. Under Arman’s
direction, All Green provides e-waste solutions to corporations,
government entities, and large and small businesses. Arman founded
All Green in 2008 after watching a 60 Minutes episode on global e-
waste pollution. Through his leadership, Arman has revolutionized the
e-waste management industry. All Green is one of the few e-waste
recycling firms to hold certifications in e-Stewards and Responsible
Recycling (R2), Recycling Industry Operating Standard (RIOS), and
also complies with the IOS 14001 standard for environmental
management systems. He also devotes time to speak at industry conferences, discussing

and educating individuals and companies on the benefits of responsible e-waste recycling
and the practice of data security. In April 2012, Arman was a guest speaker on TEDX
TedTalk as a specialist in electronics recycling.

Alternative Technology Solutions, Aliso Viejo
Vivian Keena, CEO/President

Alternative Technology Solutions was founded by Vivian Keena in
the heart of the economic downturn when companies were downsizing
and laying-off skilled manpower. Manufacturers and distributors were
scrambling to up-keep and maintain their Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) investments in a depressed global environment. In
2008, Vivian responded to what she saw was a growing demand for
faster, better ERP solutions and started Alternative, a fresh approach
to providing top tier ERP, Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
product and service solutions. For the first year and half, the biggest
challenge was cash flow, even with no one taking home a salary. The
second challenge was getting people to open the door. Today,
Alternative has more than 700 customers, and from 2008 to 2013, the company has
experienced 300 percent growth year over year and is now recognized for providing superior
products and services to the manufacturing and distribution sectors.

Alyson Noël LLC, Monarch Beach
Alyson Noël, New York Times Bestselling Author

Alyson Noël got her start in Mr. Fares Sawaya’s English class at Troy
High School in Fullerton. When she turned in a short story that had
little to do with the class-assigned essay on Tolstoy, her teacher took
note of her talent and read the story aloud to the class. While working
as a New York City-based flight attendant for more than a decade,
Alyson utilized long weather delays and layovers to work on her true
passion: writing. Shortly after 9/11, Alyson decided to pursue her
dream of writing full-time. In 2005, her first young adult novel, Faking
19 was published by St. Martin’s Press. Today, she is the author of
more than 18 novels. Alyson has had over eight New York Times
bestsellers in two years, and over six million copies in print. Her books
have been translated into 37 languages and sold in over 50 countries.

Arkami Inc., Aliso Viejo
Tareq Risheq, CEO

Arkami Inc. recognized a familiar complaint in many digital users’ lives: creating ever-
increasing secure, effective passwords that could be memorized. In response, the company
created and manufactured a simple password management device, myIDkey. myIDkey is
the first voice-search, secure USB device that displays passwords and IDs on the go. Now
account information and passwords are always available at your fingertips. Tareq Risheq

2013 NOMINEES
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started Arkami in 2012, and the company has already won three CEA
Innovation awards at the 2013 CES Show. Arkami employees 10
people in Orange County and the organization’s board members
include: the former CEO/Chairman of Panasonic; Randy Lunn,
founder of Palomar Ventures – Catalina Ventures; Leo Spiegel,
founder of Mission Ventures; Mark Thacker, co-founder of Datallagro ;
and Ben Chen, co-founder of Mochilla.

Austin Taylor Inc., Irvine
Ron Viggiano, President

Ron Viggiano embodies the spirit of American entrepreneurship.
Known by his peers and clients as a hard worker, Ron makes custom
clothes for a number of the captains of industry in Orange County. An
impressive feat considering the company’s typical sale is made one-
on-one at the client location in which Ron personally advises
customers on the smallest details of the clothes he designs. In 2008,
Austin Taylor Inc. relocated from Anaheim to Irvine. Due the difficult
economy, the company was close to going out of business. Ron took
a huge risk by buying out his partner. While 2009 and 2010 were
survival years, Ron persevered and did all he could to best service his
clients and find new business.

B Scene Advertising Agency, Corona Del Mar
Caren Lancona, CEO/Strategist

Some might say Caren Lancona was a born entrepreneur. When
most girls were trying to decide which sorority they wanted to be in,
Caren was busy starting B Scene Advertising Agency & TV
Production. Now, 27 years later, the company is still growing; with the
opening of her new office in Corona Del Mar, she has grown her staff
over 50 percent in the last six months alone. Another hat that Caren
wears is that of executive producer. B Scene has produced several TV
shows, including What’s Up Austin and Canaday Group Remax Fine
Homes. B Scene is also currently in production for a new show,
America’s Entrepreneurs. Set to air on KDOC in the spring, each
episode will showcase established entrepreneurs like John Paul
DeJoria of Paul Mitchell Hair Systems, Texas Oil and Real Estate
Mogul Bobby Steiner and Owner of RE/MAX Fine Homes Lee Ann Canaday.

B2B Staffing Services Inc., Cypress
Bruce Underwood, CFO/Partner

In 2005, Brian Wigdor and Bruce Underwood worked at a HP reseller/IT services provider.
On a return trip from a sales call, a conversation about going into business for themselves
developed. In the next eight months, Bruce founded B2B Staffing Services Inc. and did the

due diligence to start a staffing services organization. In late 2009, with
the slowdown of the economy, Bruce and Brian sat down to discuss how
to develop a new source of revenue to complement their current
business model. Bruce felt strongly in his abilities as CFO, and knew he
could manage new clients that utilized his services providing payroll, tax
filing and tax reporting; as a result, a new division was formed. This new
business vein grew rapidly. In 2012, the company was No. 4 on Staffing
Industry Analysts’ “Fastest Growing Staffing Firm in the U.S.” list and
was also included on the Inc. 5000’s list of “Fastest Growing Companies
in the U.S.”

BeachCandy Swimwear, Corona del Mar
Brittany Barber, Designer and Owner

Brittany Barber attended Pratt Institute in New York City with the
single goal of designing and selling luxurious, high-end swimwear. Her
dream was realized in March 2011 when BeachCandy Swimwear
opened its doors to customers in Corona del Mar. Within her first year,
Brittany beat her weekly and monthly sales goals. Locally and around
the globe, women visit the BeachCandy boutique to purchase
Brittany’s ready-made, mix-and-match pieces or to be personally fitted
for a custom-designed swimsuit. Brittany’s highly personalized
approach to fitting women in swimwear enhances and supports a
woman’s natural curves, ensuring every woman feels empowered by
how she looks in her suit. Custom orders represent 50 percent of the
store’s sales each month keeping the store in high demand year-
round. This spring, BeachCandy will be distributed and sold globally with further expansion
plans in 2014.

Beacon Resources LLC, Irvine
Mike Kelly, Partner
Chuck Swanson, Partner

Beacon Resources LLC was co-founded by
Mike Kelly and Chuck Swanson in 2010. They
built a firm that is focused on providing mission
critical services to the office of the CFO.
Beacon’s three divisions: advisory, accounting
outsource and recruiting deliver quality solutions
and resources to businesses facing accounting
and finance challenges thus enabling their
clients to grow in a cost-effective manner. They, along with their colleague Colleen
Freeman, have quickly grown Beacon in the last two years with offices in both California
and Texas. Beacon was twice recognized by the Orange County Business Journal as a
company to watch, appearing both on the list of 2012’s “Fastest Growing Private
Companies” and ranking tenth on the “Management Consulting Firms” List.
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BeautyMark Organics, Corona del Mar
Jenna Lobos, Founder

Jenna Lobos initiated a true leap of faith in 2007 when she left a
successful and financially stable career as a mortgage representative
in order to find her true passion. By 2009, Jenna established
BeautyMark, an organic tanning business that actively manifested her
love for both beauty and health. While her tanning business gained
loyal customers, Jenna was eager to expand and cultivate
BeautyMark even further. Jenna proceeded to develop an organic
skincare line under the same brand and created BeautyMark
Organics. Jenna continues to grow BeautyMark Organics with the product line now
available both in local boutiques and online stores, and has welcomed the addition of two
new employees. Today, her focus is on continuing the brand’s growth with new products
planned to launch towards the end of 2013.

BlackStone Networks, Costa Mesa
Ari Benowitz, President/CEO

Ari Benowitz is CEO of BlackStone Networks, a full-service
technology integration and management provider, aimed at helping
small and medium businesses meet all of their IT, hardware, software,
phone and business application needs. In 2012, BlackStone Networks
acquired a company that had been in this space for 10 years and is
currently taking on the initial challenges of scaling up current back-
end infrastructure to support the wider array of services previously
referenced. Ari is no stranger to the start-up technology scene in
Southern California, having moved his previous business, BandCon to
Orange County in 2002. He has also been named a finalist in the regional Ernst & Young
Entrepreneur of the Year competition and OC Metro’s 40 Under 40 for 2009.

Blazonco, San Clemente
Michael Sterner, CEO

Michael Sterner is a pioneer in helping small businesses succeed
online. Recognizing that a website is both a product and a service, he
built Blazonco to deliver custom web design at a reasonable price
and to offer attentive, proactive customer service in an industry
notorious for thinking of “support” as a four-letter word. He founded
Pinacol in 1998 to provide large consumer brands with a full range of
creative and technical services for websites, new media and content
management systems. After growing Pinacol into a successful
interactive agency, Michael built Blazonco in response to a growing
need for professional online services among small and mid-sized
business owners who often resorted to “do-it-yourself” or “template-
driven” web solutions. A strategic partnership with LegalZoom’s incorporation and trademark
divisions provided Blazonco with a wealth of start-up business clients, allowing the company
to achieve two-year revenue growth of 219.4 percent and earning it a place among Orange
County Business Journal’s “Fastest-Growing Private Companies.”

Blytheco, Laguna Hills
Stephen Blythe, CEO/Founder

Stephen P. Blythe is CEO and founder of Blytheco. Over 32 years of
business software and system design and implementation experience
has provided him the insight and experience to help business leaders
obtain their business goals. While providing emerging business
consulting services to clients at PricewaterhouseCoopers and Ernst &
Whinney (now Ernst & Young) in the early 1980s, Stephen saw the
growing demand for automated accounting procedures and financial
reporting in the middle market. With the desire to own his own business and create
solutions to automate his clients’ accounting tasks and procedures, the concept of Blytheco
was born. Today, the company has grown from a one-person operation in 1980 to over 110
employees with offices throughout the U.S.

Bolt Public Relations, Irvine
Caroline Callaway, Founder/President

Bolt Public Relations is an award-winning public relations agency
for businesses of all sizes, startups and nonprofits. Since founding
the agency six years ago, Caroline Callaway has successfully led it to
profitability, including spearheading growth at a time when the
economy forced others to shut doors. For the past two years, Bolt PR
has grown in gross revenues by more than 100 percent year over
year. In 2011, Bolt PR opened an office in Raleigh, N.C., and has
achieved profitability in that market as well. Caroline leads her team
to generate monumental exposure for small, unknown businesses
with coverage on the cover of high-tech magazines, on national morning news shows, in the
business section of local newspapers, or in the feature section of trade magazines. In
addition to founding and running Bolt PR, Caroline serves in a leadership role on the board
of the Dana Point Chamber of Commerce and is co-founder of The Socialife Group.

Bremer Whyte Brown & O’Meara LLP, Newport Beach
Keith G. Bremer, Founding Partner
Nicole Whyte, Founding Partner

In 1997, Keith Bremer and Nicole Whyte
founded Bremer Whyte Brown & OʼMeara LLP.
Today, the firm has more than 150 employees
and full-service offices in Los Angeles, Newport
Beach, Northern California, Las Vegas, San
Diego, Arizona and a satellite office in
Riverside. Keith has extensive experience in all
aspects of civil litigation, including general
business and corporate, construction defect,
municipal defense, personal injury and general

liability. Prior to forming Bremer Whyte Brown & OʼMeara LLP, Keith was the managing
partner of the Riverside office at Smith, Smith & Kring where he functioned as lead trial
counsel and was responsible for the day-to-day management and operation. Nicole has
handled hundreds of complex, multi-million dollar lawsuits. In a survey conducted by Los
Angeles Magazine and Super Lawyer Magazine, Nicole was named a “California Super
Lawyer.”

Business Communications Solutions, Irvine
Sunny Rajab, CEO

Sunny Rajab started her own telecommunications and IT business
when she was barely out of high school. In an intimidating industry
dominated by men, she did not let anyone stand in her way. Now the
CEO of Business Communications Solutions (BCS), Sunny’s vision is
to provide businesses with one place to find all of their technology.
BCS provides consulting, design, implementation and support for
business phone systems, computer networking, video conferencing
and more. Despite the economic recession, Sunny has managed to
continuously boost her company’s bottom line with innovative
technology and forward-thinking solutions to her customers’ greatest needs. BCS is the top
seller of IT and business phone systems in Orange County, achieving revenue growth since
its launch in 2004. Outside of BCS, Sunny is a member of the National Association of
Women Business Owners and promotes the growth, stability and profitability of women-
owned businesses in Orange County.

Capstone Affluent Strategies, Newport Beach
Darin Pastor, CEO/Principal

Darin Pastor founded Capstone Affluent Strategies, an independent
wealth management firm in 2012 after spending nearly two decades in
the financial services and sales industries. In early 2012, Prudential
Insurance Company of America ranked him as the #1 managing
director in the nation by year-over-year sales growth, and he was
previously ranked as the top-selling senior investment manager in the
nation during his tenure at JPMorgan Chase & Co. Early in his
financial career, Darin saw conflict on Wall Street that he felt took
focus away from the needs of the very element that sustained his
business – his clients. Darin’s dedication to transparent advice and freedom for both clients
and financial advisors led him to launch Capstone Affluent Strategies and within three
months, Capstone grew to 11 offices across the country. The company recently announced
that they will be hiring an additional 60 financial advisors throughout Southern California – a
300 percent increase from the company’s current 20 employees nationwide.

CareerConnection.me, Newport Beach
Jan Slater, Founder

Jan Slater, founder of CareerConnection.me, is a career program
developer, trainer, author and designer of lifelong learning systems.
Jan has 30 years of experience managing career programs and career
centers in major organizations including Allergan Pharmaceuticals,
Transamerica Life Insurance and The Gas Co. The
CareerConection.me program grew out of Jan’s passion to see young
adults prepared to enter a career they love, and to make the
investment in their education pay off for them and their parents. It is
based on the year-long management training program she developed and facilitated for
Chase Manhattan Bank.

Center for Peak Performance, Newport Beach
Dr. John OKeefe, Executive Coach/Breakthrough Specialist

Dr. John OKeefe is a breakthrough specialist who brings a practical
approach to his Peak Performance training for entrepreneurs,
salespeople, celebrities, athletes and others. John works with his
clients to eliminate self-limiting behaviors that block their success. He
helps clients achieve their goals by “getting out of their own way”
implementing successful/good habits and eliminating negative habits.
He is an expert in rapid transformation and the subconscious mind.
John works with individuals in private sessions as well as groups, sales teams and
companies. Additionally, he is a stress management expert who helps individuals and
companies manage stress and increase productivity. John is also an award-winning speaker
and author of three books.

Chapman University, Orange
Christopher Buckstein, Director
Entrepreneurship Village
Richard Sudek, Director, Leatherby Center for
Entrepreneurship and Business Ethics at the
Argyros School of Business and Economics

After building and selling a successful high
technology company, Dr. Richard Sudek’s
desire was to give back to the entrepreneurial
community. Through his pursuit of education, research and teaching, he is now keenly
focused on accelerating the success of entrepreneurs. Dr. Sudek’s unique mentoring and
educational programs are offering entrepreneurs innovative ways to learn, grow and
succeed in today’s competitive business world. Often described as a serial entrepreneur,
Christopher Buckstein has a passion for education and teaching others about
entrepreneurship. In his current role, Christopher educates, advises, mentors and coaches
Chapman University students about the entrepreneurial process through hands-on skills
developed by working within the Student Incubator program. Christopher also teaches
several undergraduate management courses each semester.

Cingular Inc., Fullerton
Gabriel Garcia, President

Gabriel Garcia has been in the staffing industry for over 20 years and has built a
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successful company through innovation, expertise and vision for the future. Since 2009,
Cingular Inc. has doubled sales each year. Based on recent acquisitions of new brand
name companies, they are slated to double sales again in 2013. The company’s rapid
growth has come from client referrals and contracts have been closed based on providing
solutions that meet the needs of the client and add value to their relationship. Even with
the success the company has already achieved, Gabriel continually looks for ways to build
revenue growth and improve the efficiency of operations.

CiTrials, Costa Mesa
Debra Hoffmeyer, Founder/CEO

Debra Hoffmeyer knew she was taking a big risk when she left the
security of a job as a clinical researcher to start her own company to
perform clinical trials for drug companies. Debra leveraged her
hands-on research experience to launch CiTrials in 2001 with
contracts to conduct two trials for pharmaceutical drug development.
Today, the company is a multi-million dollar clinical research
organization with five research facilities across Southern California
conducting Phase I – IV trials for the world’s largest drug makers.
Debra says her passion to excel began early as a Girl Scout growing
up in Seal Beach. Earning practically every badge available and
working to be a top cookie seller each year, she developed the goal
orientation, organizational skills and can-do spirit that have helped her during each phase
of her career.

C-Level Management, San Juan Capistrano
Jeffrey Scott, CEO

Jeffrey Scott grew his solo consulting practice to a thriving, in-
demand software development and business consulting business
that provides functional applications built on the SalesForce
architecture. In the last 10 years, C-Level, under Jeffrey’s leadership,
has given away over $3 million in software and consulting services to
nonprofit organizations and the company continues its commitment
to nonprofits by pledging an additional $5 million over the next 12-18
months. In 2012, C-Level Management has raised almost $60k and
helped to package 260,000 meals for world hunger. Jeffrey has
stated his intent on making C-Level an example in corporate
philanthropy by empowering socially conscious companies and
leading the way with programs that make a difference.

Core 3 Technologies, Irvine
Chris Bergen, Co-Founder/Managing Partner

Chris Bergen started working with Sky Electronics in Laguna Hills,
Calif. after graduating from the University of Arizona in 2007. Two
years later, Chris launched Core 3 Technologies and under his
leadership, the company has gone from an organization employing
six to seven people into a two-office operation with 25 employees.
Chris has spent thousands of dollars investing from within to grow a
foundation and a culture that many businesses strive for.  By setting
new standards and catering to a fun and exciting work environment,
Core 3 Technologies was named #15 on the Orange County
Business Journal’s “Best Place to Work” List and ranked as #34 on
the “Fastest Growing Private Companies” List. The company also
has plans to expand operations into Florida and Texas this year.

Cosemi Technologies Inc., Irvine
Nguyen X. Nguyen, Ph.D., President & CEO

Nguyen started Cosemi Technologies Inc. in 2006 with a vision of
“enabling light-speed connections everywhere.” From the collapse of
the Internet bubble and the telecommunications nuclear winter,
starting a company in 2006 was daunting to say the least. Because
investors, including venture capitalists, were still suffering from the
losses from the technology bubble, they were not interested in
funding any new companies – especially, telecom start-ups like
Cosemi. Nguyen boot-strapped Cosemi by using his own savings,
and convincing his friends and family to invest in his vision. Cosemi
became profitable in 2008, and since then, has been recognized as
one of the fastest growing companies in Orange County and the U.S.
Today, Cosemi has grown into a global organization with offices in Irvine, Santa Clara and
Shanghai.

Cristophe Salon Newport Beach, Newport Beach
Jennifer Fontana, Owner
Scott Fontana, Owner

Scott and Jennifer Fontana have successfully infused new
life into Cristophe Salon Newport Beach since taking
ownership in 2010. Within the first year since taking
ownership of the salon, Scott and Jennifer turned profits
around. Together they have successfully owned and operated
salons nationwide for the past 16 years and have established
a loyal clientele with their distinctive approach to creating
beautiful hair with personalized service. Scott is a highly
recognized hair stylist, having worked with some of the
industry’s leading icons and styling some of the entertainment
world’s biggest names for photo shoots, music videos, TV and
fashion shows. Likewise, Jennifer is one of the most sought-
after colorists in the industry today, and earned the title “Best Blonde Maker” by Improper
Bostonian Magazine two years in a row. Always the serial entrepreneurs, Scott and
Jennifer established Fontana Brands LLC, a line of product brands that include the Badass
Hair collection; Hairgloss “Salon Gloss To Go;” and Badass Baby, a line of chemical-free
baby products.

Critical Mass for Business, Ladera Ranch
Ric Franzi, Founder/CEO

Richard Franzi is committed to bringing the power of peer learning
to the business world. He started his firm in September 2007 as the
Great Recession was beginning to take hold. His determination and
focus has enabled him to create a firm that helps business owners,
entrepreneurs and CEOs to improve the performance of their
businesses through active participation in the Critical Mass for
Business community. Having survived launching his business in a
downturn economy, Richard has learned the importance of focus and
perseverance. Richard has been an Orange County pioneer in the
adoption of social media to enable a broader reach for his message.
In 2009, Richard launched his first radio show, Critical Mass Radio
Show. He has been hosting the show each week featuring Orange
County business leaders. The original radio show has grown into three radio shows and
one Internet TV show.

DesiYou Inc./DreamitAlive.com, Irvine
Ash Kumra, Founder

Ash Kumra is an award winning entrepreneur, author and public
speaker recently recognized by the White House as one of the top
100 young entrepreneurs making an impact for America. Ash is co-
founder of DreamItAlive.com, an online community dedicated to
guiding people to create, believe and live out their dreams using
virtual dream boards. Ash is also the creator and author of the book
series Confessions from an Entrepreneur. Ash has spoken to over
10,000 people on entrepreneurship, social media and branding for
many colleges, institutions and organizations including the White
House, TEDX, Occidental College, Chapman University, UCLA,
USC, Concordia University and UC Irvine Merage Business School.
Ash is also co-founder of the digital content distribution agency, DesiYou; the 2010
recipient for “Best Digital Media” company by the Irvine Entrepreneur Forum.

Dicom Solutions Inc., Irvine
Chad Hutchison, CEO

Chad Hutchison manages the vision and direction of Dicom
Solutions Inc., bringing a vast degree of experience and his spirit of
entrepreneurship. The company is one of the leading distributors in
the medical imaging industry, selling medical imaging equipment to
imaging centers, hospitals and private practices nationwide. The
company’s origins started with selling CD-burning technology to
hospitals to reduce the need of film. Chad immediately noticed that
the medical imaging industry was primarily dominated by a dealer
channel that focused on specific geographical territories, and had
little or no presence online. By personally selling and installing his
product, Chad knew that his customers’ needs were not being met
with the current sales model. Utilizing his background in interactive marketing, he blazed a
trail and offered medical imaging products online. From being the first to offer medical
imaging equipment products interactively online to now, with 10 years in business, he has
grown the company to sell, service and support over 3,000 products in over a dozen
markets nationwide.

Digital Eye Media, Costa Mesa
Gary Brewer, President/CEO

Gary Brewer has over 25 years of experience in product branding
development, channel management, marketing communications and
Internet marketing. Gary is currently the president of Digital Eye
Media, a local Internet marketing firm that serves the online marketing
industry using social media and brand development assets. In 2012,
Gary and his sister Kathryn Brewer acquired Digital Eye Media from
Leading Edge Aviation and were nominated for the Orange County
Business Journal’s Family Owned Business Awards. In his first year,
he increased revenue by 210 percent, and the agency was later
awarded the prestigious ADDY Award from The American Advertising
Federation. The company is on a pace to double their revenue this year. He is also very
active in the community and serves on several group boards and committees.

Dr. DISC Sports & Spine Center, Newport Beach
Robert Bray, CEO/Founding Director

Nicknamed “Dr. Fix-It” by The Red Bulletin, Robert S. Bray, Jr.,
M.D. makes an art of helping the world’s most elite athletes return to
push the boundaries of performance. The neurological spine
surgeon, recognized globally for his thorough diagnoses and
pioneering minimally invasive approach, is quickly redefining sports
medicine, one champion at a time. Dr. Bray’s commitment to
forward-thinking medicine has resulted in the full, safer and faster
recoveries of such top athletes as Hurdling’s Lolo Jones, MotoX’s
Robbie Maddison and Big Wave Surfing’s Ian Walshe. Dr. Bray
founded DISC Sports & Spine Center in 2006, and has since then
expanded the state-of-the-art, multi-disciplinary facility with locations
in Los Angeles and Orange County. Through DISC, 21 treated athletes were able to
compete in the Summer Olympics in London, nine of them returning with a collective 12
medals.

Dynamic Fabrication Inc., Santa Ana
Mike Kartsonis, President/CEO

With his entrepreneurial spirit and aspirations to become his own boss, Mike Kartsonis,
president and founder of Dynamic Fabrication Inc. (DFI) built his welding and fabrication
business to control his own destiny and reap the benefits of his hard work ethic. Mike
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began his career as a commissioned sales representative for a
welding manufacturer. Once being placed on a salary, he left the
company to pursue his own entrepreneurial endeavor. This led to the
establishment of DFI in March 1981, with Mike working 80 to 100
hours per week in all aspects of the business, from welding and selling
to truck driving and networking. Today, more than 30 years after
beginning his entrepreneurial venture, Mike has built a solid client
roster of long-time customers, including Fortune 500 companies and
small businesses, a close-knit family of highly skilled employees and a
strong network of industry associates.

ECO Skin Care Inc., San Clemente
Rick Sample, CEO

Rick Sample is a professional with a proven background in sales,
marketing, assessing corporate needs, planning for the future, and
providing critical and ongoing input towards organizational growth. In
2007, Rick, along with his partner James Urioste, founded Skin
Elements USA LLC, as the exclusive North American distributor for
Soleo Organics Sunscreen from Australia, a revolutionary line of all
natural sunscreen products. Between 2007 and 2010, their team sold
over 150,000 tubes throughout the U.S. and Canada. In 2011, Rick
and James chose to separate from the Soleo business, and instead
launched their own Australian-made line of products, ECO
Sunscreens. They have sold over 100,000 tubes in less than two years, to over 2,500
stores nationwide. ECO is also being distributed in Australia, Canada, Japan and South
Africa, and will soon be available in South America and New Zealand.

Elite Productions International, Laguna Niguel
Lili Shadab, Owner

With a career spanning over 20 years, Lili Shadab has been a
pioneer in every industry she has embarked in, from the fashion
industry as a top salesperson, buyer and designer to the floral and
event industries. Lili founded Elite Productions International in 1995.
She has since produced events for Fortune 500 companies to local
charities. She has volunteered for charitable organizations such as
Laura’s House and South Orange County Chamber. Lili’s passion for
beauty and sophistication has kept her in the forefront of the industry.
Elite Productions International is a growing special events company
and Lili is constantly changing the landscape of the industry with her
cutting-edge designs, innovative concepts, and attention to detail to producing and
designing events known to exceed her clients’ expectations.

Embarcadero California Bistro, Rancho Santa Margarita
George Valdovinos, Chef/Owner

George Valdovinos, an Orange County native and restaurant
entrepreneur, is the chef and owner of San Francisco-themed
Embarcadero California Bistro. George brings more than 17 years of
restaurant experience to his Embarcadero concept, and like most
entrepreneurs, his enthusiasm, dedication and natural talent led him
to transform his passion into his livelihood. George’s culinary interest
was sparked by his parents at an early age with his mother preparing
elaborate Mexican dishes in the kitchen daily, and his father’s career
as a professional chef. Opened in November 2011, Embarcadero
showcases George’s culinary vision, introducing a unique dining
experience. Embarcadero exudes San Francisco charm with its
exposed brick and scenic images of famous attractions and historical landmarks lining the
walls. Its seasonal ingredient-driven menu hones in on two key factors: taste and
authenticity. Now, more than a year later, the restaurant enjoys a full house at dinner, lunch
and brunch.

eMerchant Inc., Irvine
William Dumont, CEO

In 2002, William Dumont phased out a wireless business he had for
10 years, ready for a new start. With just enough money to pay rent
and utilities and not much more, William came across a new business
opportunity in the credit card processing industry, providing merchant
accounts to business owners. In April 2002, he decided to combine
another new niche and target e-commerce merchants. Soon after, he
acquired his first merchant signup, then the next, then the next. By
2004, he was able to open his first office in Costa Mesa and hired his
first employee. In 2007, William moved his company into a bigger
office in Placentia with several employees and had added other
banking relationships to the vender list. After many ups and downs
through the years, the company will soon be launching its next products,
eMerchantGateway.com, a real-time processing and virtual terminal gateway for
ecommerce merchants and eMerchantAssociation.com, a social business network mostly
for ecommerce business owners and professionals.

Endologix, Irvine
John McDermott, CEO

Endologix is a developer and manufacturer of minimally invasive
treatments for vascular diseases. The company is focusing on the
development and marketing of its patented technology for the
treatment of Abdominal Aortic Aneurysms (AAA). John McDermott
joined the company in 2008 and grew the market cap from $115
million to $970 million in five years. Today, Endologix is one of the
fastest growing public companies in Orange County. John has over 20
years of executive management, sales, marketing and finance
experience in the vascular device industry. From 2002 to 2007, he
served as president of Bard Peripheral Vascular, a division of C.R.
Bard Inc. John also previously served as president of Global Sales for C.R. Bard’s vascular

surgery and endovascular businesses with responsibilities for managing a worldwide direct
sales force with more than 200 representatives. Outside of his professional duties, John is
active in the American Heart Association and he personally donates and supports the Walk
to raise money and awareness.

GCS Productions LLC, Huntington Beach
Genevieve Chappell, Owner/Founder/Producer

Genevieve Chappell is a unique individual who combines a strong
business background and entrepreneurial spirit with a fervent desire to
be creative. An award-winning producer and American television
personality, Genevieve founded GCS Productions 10 years ago to fill a
need for a serious creative outlet along with producing quality lifestyle,
automotive and travel enthusiast programming. She has worked with
networks such as ESPN, ESPN/2, ESPN Classics, Fox Sports Net,
OLN, Speed Channel, Versus, SD4, Outdoor Network, Treasure HD
and In-Flight programming. With production experience that spans
from her on-camera work to writing and directing television and online
series, commercials and music videos, she is thrilled to combine her passions and talents
into every job she produces.

gen-E, San Clemente
Casey Kindiger, Co-Founder/CEO

In 1999, Casey Kindiger co-founded gen-E with a mission to
transform the way in which IT and businesses operate. Since its
founding, gen-E has emerged as an industry-leading, independent
software company that specializes in social IT process automation
(ITPA ). To launch the company, Casey left a promising young career –
serving as vice president of professional services for Tidal Software
Inc. – and proceeded to recruit his closest friends and family. The
timing of this decision, during the midst of the tech industry collapse,
meant that gen-E faced countless challenges. Today, gen-E has
empowered hundreds of telecommunication service providers,
financial services firms and large enterprises around the world to make
improvements in operations through the deployment of best-in-class enterprise software. In
2012, gen-E achieved its best year to date, experiencing rising worldwide demand for its
Resolve™ Social ITPA™ software and continued global expansion, which prompted record
year-over-year revenue growth along with a nearly 150 percent increase in staff and a
doubling of office space at the company’s San Clemente headquarters.

Gigi Hill LLC, Yorba Linda
Gabrielle DeSantis-Cummings, Co-
Founder/CEO
Monica Hillman, Co-Founder/President

Gabrielle DeSantis-Cummings likes to joke
that she can’t brush her teeth without coming
up with at least two new business ideas.
Gabrielle started her first business in 1995, co-
founding a marketing company that promoted
products of Fortune 500 clients at major
events. Monica Hillman went from corporate gal to entrepreneur. After college, she pursued
a traditional corporate path, working in human resources for more than 17 years and
specializing in compensation and incentive plans for banks. Gigi Hill began when the two
women met on the sidelines of their daughters’ soccer games and bonded over a need for a
better bag to fit a mom’s busy everyday life – the highest in fashion and function combined.
After launching with their first home party in June 2006, Gabrielle and Monica spent two and
a half years selling bags regionally and learning from consumer feedback. The research and
attention to detail paid off with Gigi Hill launching nationally in 2009. Under the leadership of
Gabrielle and Monica, the company grew an astounding 900 percent in that first year. Since
then, the company has continued to double in size each year in both sales and the number
of women joining the sales team.

Glaukos Corp., Laguna Hills
Thomas Burns, President/CEO/Director

Since joining the company shortly after its founding in early 2001,
Thomas Burns has built Glaukos Corp. to create and lead an emerging
new ophthalmic surgical category called Micro-Invasive Glaucoma
Surgery (MIGS). MIGS surgeries offer the promise of sustained,
effective treatment of glaucoma with minimal morbidity and rapid visual
rehabilitation for the glaucoma patient. Thomas has raised over $150
million in enterprise capital in a series of step-up, capital financings to
build this MIGS marketplace. Glaukos was the only medical device
company selected to the prestigious Red Herring Global Top 100
Corporate List in 2012. Under Thomas’s leadership, Glaukos has
secured two Category III CPT codes, which govern the Medicare physician and facility
reimbursement for MIGS device implantation prior to Glaukos’s U.S. launch.

Global Language Solutions, Irvine
Inna Kassatkina, Co-Founder/President
Olga Smirnova, CEO

Inna Kassatkina is the president and co-
founder of translation and interpreting company
Global Language Solutions (GLS). She met her
co-founder, Olga Smirnova, while working for a
company that specialized in exports to Russia in
the early 90s. In 1994, Inna happened to read
an article in Inc. magazine which discussed the
steps of opening one’s own business. She was immediately inspired. Together with Olga,
they used their global finesse, experience and passion for languages to form The Russian
Word Inc. At first, the company only offered English and Russian language services, but
after they started offering many other languages, they renamed it Global Language
Solutions Inc. Today, the firm’s clients include Kaiser Permanente, Allergan, Hallmark,
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LifeWave, and many others. GLS is now operated by more than 40 employees and over
2,000 contractors, and has offices in southern California, Budapest, Warsaw, and Buenos
Aires. Inna and Olga’s drive to succeed and entrepreneurial spirit has paid off for GLS
with year-after-year profits.

Goldranking Website Marketing Agency, Newport Beach
Nikki HM Jackson, President

Goldranking Search Engine Optimization and Ranking Services
was created after Nikki HM Jackson took a web business class at
Saddleback College taught by Fred Lenny. It was during this class
that she learned about search engine scooters, spiders and
crawlers. Nikki then decided that she wanted to learn all she could
about meeting all the search engine positioning variables so that
she could effectively serve and educate companies to get their
company websites into the top placements. In 2010, Goldranking
transitioned from search engine optimization to a pay-per-click
online advertising management company. Nikki invented and registered, with the U.S.
Patent and Trademark office, a software technology system that consistently reduced the
cost of a click by up to 60 percent, so that Goldranking could help businesses of all sizes
get more for their budget. Recently, the agency expanded into the global market with its
product distribution licensing model moving into markets in Argentina, Brazil and Spain.

Green Box Electronic Recyclers, Santa Ana
Matt Miller, Founder/CEO

Matt Miller is no stranger to founding start-ups. With his partner,
Jaime Gonzalez, they worked on several new ventures including a
gold and silver buying service. During a mundane commute, Matt
Miller’s eyes lingered on a donation bin for shoes and clothes.
During a time when the gold business showed signs of slowing
down, he asked himself, “How can we stay profitable for the long
run in the precious metals market?” The idea for Green Box was
born. To accomplish Matt’s vision, 24/7 deposit bins were created
for the public to safely recycle electronics. Within one week of
developing the concept, the team presented their business plan to
several investors and had several offers. A week later, they signed a
lease for a de-manufacturing plant and secured important partnerships with companies
like Salvation Army, Anaheim General Hospital and 1-800-GOT-JUNK to recycle outdated
electronics that could not be used or sold.

Idea Hall, Costa Mesa
Rebecca Hall, CEO/President

It isn’t easy to craft a new model in marketing business services,
but entrepreneur Rebecca Hall managed to find the right mix within
her firm Idea Hall. Sensing a convergence in marketing disciplines
in 2003 because of the digital revolution, Rebecca set out to
establish a fully integrated marketing agency that would combine
creative design, interactive web services and public relations under
one roof. And in doing so, her firm is now one of the most in-
demand shops in Orange County, delivering exceptional results for
clients and setting an industry standard for integrated marketing
services. Idea Hall is celebrating its 10-year anniversary this year,
and over this time has put together a prestigious client list including: The Irvine Company,
Sabal Financial Group, Buchanan Street Partners and many more. Rebecca is
forecasting exceptional growth for 2013, and will be moving into a larger office space in
the spring to accommodate an expanding team and a growing client roster.

Incipio Technologies, Irvine
Andy Fathollahi, President

Andy Fathollahi is relentless in his pursuit to produce the highest
quality mobile accessories with the most creative, forward-thinking
designs that are functional and affordable to consumers. His
commitment to success is exemplified by his continuous product
innovation and involvement with company employees, vendors and
customers. While such frequent connectedness may be draining to
some company owners, Andy thrives in this hands-on work
environment, resulting in monumental growth and expansion for the
13-year-old company. Incipio has evolved into an internationally
recognized, groundbreaking consumer electronic accessory brand
that designs and manufactures everything from mobile device
accessories and power solutions to audio and mobile applications. Incipio has been
leading the way for more than 13 years by providing innovative consumer electronic
accessories. This award-winning product offering has earned the company numerous
“Best of Show” awards at this year’s 2013 International CES, including iLounge’s Overall
Best of Show Award and Design Innovation Award, among others.

Infinite Storage Solutions, San Clemente
John Clark, President

Infinite Storage Solutions Inc. has continued to innovate and grow
sales by using ground-breaking marketing to reach customers
throughout the country. Their modular product line includes
aluminum hardware and shelves along with wood cabinets, shelves
and desks. The company earned a spot on the Orange County
Business Journal’s “Top 100 Fastest Growing Companies” in 2012
and finished the year with over a sales increase of over 20 percent
in 2011. John and his staff target design professionals, architects,
retail store operators and home owners, and offer a free custom
design service with fast shipping direct to the customer. Potential
customers then see their proposed designs in 3D rendering via a
screen share meeting to make updates and confirm details. This selling process adds
value to the product and leads to repeat customers and referrals.

Information Management Resources Inc., Aliso Viejo
Martha Daniel, President/CEO

Information Management Resources Inc. (IMRI) was established in
1992 and over the last three years has increased its staff by nearly 60
percent. IMRI as achieved exceptional year-over-year growth in spite
of a down economy. IMRI expanded its federal business and grew its
revenues more than 46 percent during the last calendar year. Recently,
the company was also ranked as one of the fastest growing private
companies in America by Inc. magazine. In addition to her professional
duties at IMRI, Martha Daniel is the president of the Elite Service
Disabled Veteran Owned Business (SDVOB) Orange County.

INK, Irvine
Todd Henderson, President
Megan Lavender, COO

Prior to co-founding the advertising agency,
INK, Todd Henderson established himself in the
creative agency industry working as an art
director and lead character animator at
Dreamworks. With extensive experience under
his belt, he and co-founder Megan Lavender
established INK. Before her tenure at INK,
Megan Lavender held various positions in the
agency industry working as a copywriter,
account director, vice president of sales and
marketing, and the director of client services and
sales. In 2012 alone, INK was honored with
numerous creative awards from regional and national competitions such as the Hermes
Creative Awards, ADDY Awards, MarCom Awards and Davey Awards among others. The
Orange County Business Journal’s 2012 “Fastest Growing Private Companies List” ranks
INK at #25, demonstrating INK's enormous growth and profitability under Todd and Megan’s
leadership.

Institutional Wealth Consultants, Santa Ana
Mark Delp, President

When Mark Delp’s son was first diagnosed with autism, he and his
wife struggled to arrange time during work assignments to find a pre-
school/day care that would take him, find doctors who could help him
and a therapy program that they could afford. To add to the family’s
stress, Mark was laid off from his employer and his wife was laid off a
week after. As Mark began looking for a new job, many employers
turned him away when he explained he needed a flexible work
schedule because of my son’s various therapy sessions. Taking this
experience to heart, Mark has structured Institutional Wealth
Consultants to allow his employees to put “family first.” Mark’s people-
first attitude has paid off as shown in the company’s success with
sales increasing an average of over 24 percent per year during each of the past three years,
low employee turnover and recognition as one of the fastest growing private companies by
the Orange County Business Journal.

JetSuite, Irvine
Keith Rabin, President

JetSuite’s business plan was conceived by Keith Rabin and
JetSuite’s CEO Alex Wilcox in 2007. A private equity firm, Proctor NBF
Capital (Proctor) tasked the duo with writing a plan to deploy a fleet of
Embraer Phenom 100 and Adam A700 light jets. Keith joined the
fledgling enterprise full time in January 2008 and on his first full day,
Adam Aircraft informed him that it was going to file for bankruptcy and
roughly $2 million of JetSuite’s deposits would be lost. That started
the long battle to bring JetSuite’s business plan to fruition which
resulted in Keith raising $40 million in equity and $50 million in aircraft
financing to launch and grow JetSuite. Today, JetSuite projects it will
double revenues in 2013 with the addition of five to 10 Cessna
Citation CJ3s and several more Embraer Phenom 100s. The company has grown from two
to 130 employees during Keith’s tenure and was recently ranked #10 in the travel/hospitality
sector of Inc. magazine’s Hire Power Awards.

Kanani Advisory Group, Irvine
David Kanani, Founder/President

Kanani Advisory Group (KAG) was started in 1998 by founder, David
Kanani, who, at the time, resided in Kentucky. In 2006, David decided
to move his firm and family to Orange County. This move proved to be
a huge challenge. Not only did David have to rebuild his clientele from
scratch, there were also many cultural differences between the
Midwest and California, which made the transition more difficult.
However, David’s kindness, compassion and willingness to take the
time to put difficult financial concepts into understandable terms won
many clients over. KAG focuses on protecting clients who are in or
approaching retirement so that they do not lose their life savings in the stock market. Today,
KAG is a thriving financial planning firm that has helped countless
people reach their financial goals.

KLR Communications Inc., Newport Beach
Kelly Reeves, President/CEO

With over 15 years of marketing and media relations experience,
Kelly Reeves has multi-industry knowledge that ranges from fashion,
lifestyle and entertainment to technology and automotive. Kelly has
worked with well-known companies and personalities including the
Tony Hawk Foundation, Barrett-Jackson, Targus, Kingston, Howard
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Stern and Versace. She has successfully launched a variety of consumer electronics and
B2B brands and executed highly successful PR and social media campaigns. Kelly has
placed clients in leading newspapers, magazines and blogs such as InStyle, the Wall Street
Journal, USA Today, TechCrunch, AllThingsD and Mashable; and landed spots on high-
profile programs such as Extra!, the Today Show, ABC News, CNN and Good Morning
America. Since starting her PR agency in 2002, Kelly has received numerous awards from
the Orange County Chapter of the Public Relations Society of America for public relations
and media relations campaigns executed on behalf of her clients.

Larson Corporation Inc., San Clemente
Lance Larson, President/CEO

Dr. Lance Larson is a serial entrepreneur as evidenced by his titles
as president and CEO of Larson Corp.; chief security officer for Privacy
Maxx, an online identity theft prevention site which utilizes a
proprietary ID Early Warning System to monitor public data sources to
monitor its clients and CEO of Buycpanel.com, the largest web-based
control panel available. Dr. Larson developed the Larson Corp. which
provides homeland security consulting services specializing in cyber
security exercise planning, red-team exercises, information system
vulnerability planning and analysis, and asset protection; serving both
the government and private sector. Dr. Larson’s expertise with
homeland security is drawn from counterterrorism training at the FBI
Laboratory. He has also helped coordinate Homeland Security and Department of Defense
exercises for federal, state and municipal governments.

LCPtracker Inc., Orange
Mark Douglas, President

Mark Douglas began as an entrepreneur with the founding of US
CAD in 1985 to resell and service AutoCAD engineering design
software. US CAD was the leading supplier of AutoCAD in Orange
County, and one of the leaders in the nation. LCPtracker Inc. was
founded in 2003 to provide a web service to automate the
administration of prevailing wage reporting and contract compliance.
LCPtracker has been listed as one of the fastest growing small
businesses in Orange County for the last two years. It currently
provides service to cities such as Chicago, Houston and Los Angeles;
universities; states including Nevada and Arizona; and major
contractors such as Parsons and Turner. LCPtracker currently has
clients in 32 states and is the leading supplier of labor compliance web services in the
county.

Lion’s Heart, Mission Viejo
Terry Corwin, Founder

Volunteer work and community service has been a common thread
throughout Terry Corwin’s life. As a young woman, Terry was an active
member of the National Charity League, a mother-daughter
membership organization committed to improving local communities
through hands-on volunteerism. As a mother of two boys and long-
time Orange County resident, she recognized the need for a
comparable local organization that her sons could participate in. Terry
founded Lion’s Heart in 2004 to offer teenage boys this opportunity,
and as the organization grew, membership was opened to girls as
well. Headquartered in Mission Viejo, the organization has grown to
14 chapters in five states, and is actively working to expand its reach
with new chapters across the nation. In 2013, Lion’s Heart members surpassed 130,000
total volunteer accrued hours, with a new chapter launching in Oahu, Hawaii.

Live Love Spa, Santa Ana
Lisa Michaelis, CEO/Founder

LiveLoveSpa.com is a new online spa community that highlights a
spa lifestyle that doesn’t have to be expensive or indulgent to be a
part of daily life. Lisa Michaelis has created an innovative website to
access information on anything from a do-it-yourself avocado and
papaya face mask to discovering your next luxury spa experience.
Lisa has always been committed to connecting people and providing
an online experience that will inspire a healthier way of living. Live
Love Spa was an idea that seemed unattainable after two failed
businesses, a split partnership and a few financial pitfalls. With the support of family and
many friends in the spa industry, she took the plunge to start Live Love Spa, which was first
a B2B industry event connecting buyers and sellers in a unique and intimate spa setting
where buyers could experience the treatments from the brands. This part of her business
boomed with now nine events in the U.S. in just her second year of business.

Local SEO Sites, Irvine
Christopher Lopez, Partner/President

Christopher Lopez founded Local SEO Sites in August 2010 with
Partner Joseph Alcaraz. Christopher came from the telemarketing and
lead generation industry with over 15 years experience. Local SEO
Sites was built from the ground up, with hard work, and vision in the
SEO industry. Christopher and Joe launched Local SEO Sites in
Costa Mesa with 5 employees in August 2010 with their own money.
In less than two years, Local SEO Sites has grown to 35 employees in
the United States and 15 in Costa Rica. Local SEO Sites has quickly
become a leader in the SEO industry. Christopher has also been
working with a company to help create innovations, as well as new
online marketing software that is set to launch early next year.

Lugano Diamonds, Newport Beach
Moti Haim Ferder, President/Design Director

Moti Haim Ferder is the president and design director of Lugano
Diamonds, a privately-owned international jewelry firm established in
1974. With his highly specialized gemological training and business
leadership, Moti plays an instrumental role in the increasing success
of the Newport Beach-based company where he has helped establish
Lugano as one of the finest jewelers in the world. Moti heads Lugano’s
development and branding campaigns where he has overseen the
company’s successful global marketing in 22 countries. As a master
craftsman and jewelry visionary, Moti is able to explore his most
artistic and creative ideas. His unique design ethic – he first finds a
stone that inspires him and then designs a piece around that stone
which enhances its natural beauty, has brought accolades from around the globe. In 2012,
Moti oversaw the launch of Lugano’s national advertisement campaign, new jewelry
packaging and a redesigned HTML website. The new look and feel embraces modern style,
but pays homage to Lugano’s classic, inspired designs.

mark-it Smart, Santa Ana
Mark Ditteaux, President/COO

As president and COO of mark-it Smart Inc. and Bag Warehouse,
Mark Ditteaux brings 21 years of industry experience to the companies
he has founded. Under his leadership, mark-it Smart, the once self-
operated, in-home business has grown to acquire an office warehouse
facility and expand its workforce to 14 employees with plans to
continue to hire aggressively at all levels. mark-it Smart has also
earned a seat at the Ad Specialty Institute and Promotional Products
Association Multimillion-Dollar Distributor Round Table from 2006 to
2013 and has been named by Inc. 5000 and the Orange County
Business Journal as one of the fastest growing private companies in
2012.

Martin Investigative Services, Newport Beach
Thomas Martin, President

Thomas Martin has over 40 years of experience in corporate security
and as a private investigator. With his extensive public and private
investigator background and a Masters in Public Management, Martin
is recognized as an expert investigator in federal, state and local
courts. He works closely with the legal community throughout Southern
California where his services are highly regarded. A former supervisory
federal agent, he has received numerous domestic and foreign awards
during his service including two U.S. Department of Justice Special
Achievement awards. He started his agency in 1983 and has spent the
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past 40 years growing it to include offices in Newport Beach, Mission Viejo, Los Angeles
and San Diego, along with new offices in Mexico to help companies and people locate
missing people, fraud, electronic eavesdropping detection sweeps and unsolved cases. He
has been involved in the successful solving of over 500 cold cases and helped thousands of
people locate their loved ones through his innovative 888USUNITE service.

Mavenlink, Irvine
Raymond Grainger, Founder/CEO

In response to a rapidly changing global economy where companies
must compete with a diverse and distributed network of employees
and business processes, Raymond Grainger started Mavenlink in
2008 with co-founders Sean Crafts and Roger Neel. The Mavenlink
collaborative work management solution enables companies to
efficiently manage a wide range of business activities with their
employees and business partners, including team and project
management, messaging and conversations, file management, time
and expense management, invoicing and online payments, and
financial reporting. In less than three and a half years, Raymond has
grown the company to nearly 500,000 users in 190 countries worldwide. Mavenlink also has
strategic partnerships with Google, Intuit, Microsoft and PayPal.

Meritus Payment Solutions, Santa Ana
Alan Kleinman, Founder/Principal

In 2009, Meritus Payment Solutions became operational and was
founded on the promise that small to mid-sized companies would
have a partner that understands their business and their unique
payment processing needs. Backed by banks such as Well Fargo,
Chase and Harris Bank, Meritus allows businesses to accept all
payments including credit card, ACH, gift card, check, mobile and
more. With technology pushing business into new territories, Meritus
created a product that would allow companies to conduct business
wherever it takes them. Internet-based payment platform, Payment
XP gives merchants the ultimate flexibility for growth. In 2012,
PaymentXP has seen a 300 percent increase in processing traffic as
it continues to roll out new features and strengthen its value proposition. Today, Meritus
continues to experience record growth. From its first day of operation, Meritus has
processed over 1.7 billion in processing volume which accounts for a growth rate of 800
percent, in addition to a customer base increase of 250 percent.

MindFireInc, Irvine
Moe Farsheed, CEO/Co-Founder

With a clientele that has continued to grow since 1999, MindFireInc
now serves over 6,500 users in 550 companies spanning across 24
countries. The company has been redefining the effectiveness of
data-driven direct marketing with its flagship product,
LookWho’sClicking®, which automates the creation and management
of effective personalized marketing campaigns by utilizing landing
pages, personalized URLs and response-tracking. Led by Moe
Farsheed, MindFireInc is a long-time member of the Direct Marketing
Association, a founding member of Digital Solutions Cooperative, and
is actively engaged with many other associations in printing and
marketing industry. The company provides its customers with a free
comprehensive educational program comprised of live, online training modules, webinars,
guidelines, best practices, case studies, articles and other educational tools. With the
printing industry in a downturn, this educational program has been instrumental in
empowering many commercial printers in the country to transform their business in this
new-age digital world.

Montage Legal Group, Irvine
Erin Giglia, Owner/Founder/Attorney at Law
Laurie Rowen, Owner/Founder

Montage Legal Group was co-founded by
Erin Giglia and Laurie Rowen in 2009. Laurie
and Erin met at Snell & Wilmer where they
worked together as associates. After their
daughters were born two weeks apart, they
decided to start work as freelance/contract
attorneys. Laurie and Erin worked on a contract
basis for a year. In 2010, the litigators added similarly situated attorneys to their group. By
2012, the network grew to include over 40 female attorneys all of whom have left law firms
in search of balance between career and family. Montage Legal Group can best be
described as a network of experienced freelance/contract attorneys who left law firms to
achieve work-life balance. Montage Legal Group’s attorneys are at the top of the contract
attorney market having graduated at the top of their classes from law schools like Harvard
Law and with valuable experience in full-service law firms.

Morgan Marketing & Public Relations, Irvine
Melinda Morgan Kartsonis, APR/Fellow, PRSA/Principal

The team at Morgan Marketing & PR will be the first to say the key to
their success has been relationships; client-agency, agency-employee
and peer-to-peer. Since 1991, the firm has been a partner in advancing
their clients’ missions. Whether it’s in media relations, event planning,
crisis communications, employee relations or consumer relations,
Morgan Marketing & PR works with organizations to develop effective
and strategic solutions for marketing and communications programs.
Sitting at the helm, Melinda Morgan Kartsonis leads the charge in
building an agency that fosters creativity, communication and energy. Using a distinct, creative
style, the company grew from a one-person agency to a team by knowing its clients inside and
out and offering superior service. The firm’s impressive client roster includes Panda Restaurant
Group, Sapphire Laguna and Wienerschnitzel among many others.

MS International, Orange
Manu Shah, CEO

MS International (MSI) is the leading importer and distributor of
natural stone in the United States. Founded in 1975, MSI is proudly
headquartered in Orange. Manu Shah and his wife, Rika, founded the
company in the basement of their home with $200 of capital. Today,
the organization has 23 distribution centers in 13 metropolitan areas in
North America and four international locations. One of the companyʼs
primary goals is to continue to make its products more affordable and
accessible. This has been accomplished by focusing on productivity
and efficient processes in their overall supply chain. MSI has continually grown every year
with total 75 percent growth in last five years. In November 2011, MS International was also
named “Partner of the Year” by Home Depot.

Nanny in the Clouds, Laguna Hills
Julie Melnick, President/Founder

Nanny in the Clouds is blazing a new trail for air travel. A little over a
year old, this company was born out of necessity, when mom Julie
Melnick realized that she needed an extra set of hands to get from
Point A to Point B. Thanks to one exhausting plane ride, now moms
everywhere can use the service to match up with a sitter who is
already booked on the same flight. The cost to connect with a sitter is
just $10 for the matching fee, then you can make arrangements to pay
the sitter hourly, roughly $20 per hour. For sitters, it’s a way to make
extra money while traveling. For moms, it’s priceless. Julie is currently working hard to
partner with one or more airlines who can help connect fliers with this service.

New American Funding, Tustin
Rick Arvielo, CEO/President

Rick Arvielo’s entrepreneurial endeavor started out of high school
when he, with two high school friends launched a start-up that turned
into the biggest “affinity scene” personal check printer in the United
States. After selling that company in the late 90s and taking a couple of
years off, Rick began the search for a new career path and from a
relationship with Patricia Golay, ultimately wound up with a small six-
person mortgage broker shop in Newport Beach. Within six months,
Rick was running the company which evolved first from a broker to a
bank, and then expanded to include over 25 states. Rick and Patricia, who is now Mrs.
Arvielo, successfully navigated the mortgage meltdown of 2008 and now run one of the
fastest-growing mortgage lenders in the United States with over 600 employees and
accolades that include being named to the “Best Places to Work” List by the Orange County
Business Journal, earning a Top Workplaces designation by the Orange County Register,
and Inc.’s Hire Power Award.

New Horizons Computer Learning Centers of Southern California, Anaheim
Kevin Landry, CEO

Kevin Landry joined New Horizons Worldwide in early 2006 as the
general manager of the corporation’s Southern California operations.
During his time with New Horizons’ corporate offices, Kevin saw the
value of education in enhancing people’s lives. Believing in the role of
learning in empowering people to succeed, Kevin decided to purchase
the assets of the Southern California operation. At the time of his
purchase, New Horizons was beginning a learning concept called
Mentored Learning. Originally pioneered in the Netherlands, Mentored
Learning was developed as a way to take training by appointment, but
instead of promoting it that way, Kevin sold it as “flexible” learning that fits into the student’s
schedule. When the recession hit in 2008, Mentored Learning also helped New Horizons
adapt. As the consumer side of the business grew with an influx of unemployed, Mentored
Learning offered these students an opportunity to fulfill their training commitment even as
there were fewer classes to take.

nuCourse Distribution Inc., Garden Grove
Nick Seedorf, President

Nick Seedorf was born and raised in San Diego and attended
college at Long Beach State. During his undergraduate career, Nick
founded My Gear Store, an online reseller of mobile accessories. This
experience led to his career in entrepreneurship. As a reseller, he saw
the role of distributors as a middleman. Nick envisioned a new way to
do distribution: Be the “matchmaker” – a company that didn't just ship
boxes, but actually focused on bringing together great brands and
great retailers. In 2008, Nick made that connecting process a reality by
starting nuCourse Distribution with seven employees. The company has experienced fierce
growth since its founding. Today, nuCourse has 83 employees, and experiences up to 250
percent growth each year. This growth has earned it such honors as #152 on the Inc. 500
and #8 on the Orange County Business Journal’s “Fastest Growing Private Companies” List.

OC Jiu-Jitsu & MMA, Lake Forest
Benjamin Wynkoop, Owner

OC Jiu-Jitsu & MMA was bought by Benjamin Wynkoop, Oliver
Haller and Rich Ferrell in February 2011. Sergeant Wynkoop, Sergeant
Haller and Sergeant Ferrell met in the Marines while stationed at
Cherry Point, N.C. They trained in MMA together for years and after
being discharged, started a business utilizing their talents, skills and
knowledge learned in the Marines. Today, the school has experienced
870 percent growth since its founding. With very little capital to start
the business, each has had to wear different caps ranging from
accountant to janitor. In addition to their most successful program, the
Kids’ Jiu-Jitsu & MMA program, the school also has adult beginning, intermediate and
advanced MMA, Jiu-Jitsu and Muay Thai (Thai boxing) classes.
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OleumTech Corp., Irvine
Paul Gregory, CEO/President

OleumTech was founded in 2002, and was an early entrant into
remote wireless monitoring technology. OleumTech products are used
in a variety of applications such as oil and gas operations, water and
waste water management and tank storage facilities in remote
locations where electricity is not available. The company struggled for
several years to develop a commercially viable product line. In 2006,
Paul Gregory assumed the role of CEO and along with Vrej Isa, the
company’s COO, made a tactical decision to redesign the company’s
product offering and focus on a single core customer group, oil and
gas production companies. OleumTech was fortunate to earn the
business of two major companies, and has since expanded its
customer base to include over a dozen major oil and gas operators and a growing number
of resellers. Since 2009, revenue at OleumTech has more than quadrupled and the number
of employees has grown from 20 to over 50.

Online Trading Academy, Irvine
Eyal Shahar, Founder/President

Online Trading Academy is an international education organization
devoted to providing people with the tools and techniques to improve
their probability of success investing in any financial market. Over 15
years ago, Eyal Shahar saw a need for hands-on training to help
individuals develop professional trading and investing skills to help
them achieve their financial goals. In 1997, Eyal started what would
soon become one of the largest trading floors in the U.S., Block
Trading (which later became Momentum Securities, a registered
broker dealer). Under Eyal’s leadership, Online Trading Academy is
now a global leader in financial education. The company has enjoyed
steadily growing revenues and profits and has an exceptionally clean
balance sheet. The organization is projecting to grow revenues by
over 30 percent again in 2013.

Orange Ink Public Relations, Irvine
Michael Volpe, President

Michael Volpe, a former business journalist, launched his public
relations firm in late 2010. With only his journalism background and
hundreds of hours spent working with marketing and public relations
top professionals, he set out to bring a new perspective for small
business, entrepreneurs and national clients on how to manage their
marketing in the changing environment. His agency, Orange Ink
Public Relations, has worked with some of the top national companies
on exciting new projects from Electronic Arts and Microsoft to more
local clientele. Initially conceived as a public relations firm, the agency
with the help of its level of talent has grown to help manage national
brands and oversee brand building. The business revenue has grown
by 150 percent year over year with the addition of new clients and
work with existing clients.

Orange Label Art + Advertising, Newport Beach
Wesley Phillips, CEO

Wes Phillips joined Orange Label Art + Advertising in 1983 and
over the first seven years with the company, he learned every aspect
of the agency business. In 1990, Wes became CEO and after
purchasing the agency from the founder, he became partner in 1995.
As the visionary of Orange Label, one of Orange County’s longest
standing, privately held advertising agencies, Wes has passionately
led the company through tough economic times, and this year marks
the agency’s 41st year in business. Wes recently received the 2013
Vistage Interanational Award for Impact. He was chosen out of a field
of 16,000 members in 15 countries to be honored for his passion,
commitment and vision of having Impact on all of those around him.
The Impact Award was for Orange Label's work with the Ageless
Alliance, a national social justice movement to unite people of all ages against elder abuse
and neglect. Orange Label was also recognized by the Orange County Business Journal on
the “Fastest Growing Privately Held Companies” List.

OrigAudio LLC, Costa Mesa
Jason Lucash, Co-Founder
Mike Syzmcak, Co-Founder

Founded in 2009 by Jason Lucash and Mike Syzmcak, OrigAudio
continues to deliver award-winning, premium quality audio products.
Jason and Mike both traveled constantly early in their careers and
wanted an easy way to listen to their music on the road. It was in their
travels that the idea for OrigAudio came about when they recognized
a need for an eco-friendly, portable solution for listening to music
while on the go. Inspired by a Chinese take-out box – the “origami of
audio” was born. Three months after launching, OrigAudio was
named to Time magazine’s “50 Best Inventions of 2009” list and
appeared on ABC’s hit show, Shark Tank. Most recently Jason was
named Entrepreneur Magazine’s “Entrepreneur of the Year” for 2012.
Now with their products in more than 5,000 stores domestically and 38 countries around the
world, OrigAudio is one of the fastest-growing consumer electronics brands.

peopleG2, Anaheim Hills
Chris Dyer, CEO/Founder

Chris Dyer amassed an arsenal of experience by working as an employee for a
background check company for several years. He realized, however, that a great deal more
could be done to respond to customers’ needs than he had witnessed. So, in 2001, he quit

his job at the time and set out to follow his own path. Chris’s
company (originally known as Liberty Alliance) grew quickly. Within
only a year, it was providing background check and due diligence
services to a few hundred clients. In 2012, the company became
peopleG2 to better reflect its increased service offerings and
reference the military intelligence gathering term, “G2.” Now,
peopleG2 is comprised of 24 employees and has continued to grow,
despite the many fluctuations and challenges in the economy.

Philly’s Best Authentic Cheesesteak and Hoagie Shop, Irvine
Andrea Levey, Co-Founder
Bob Levey, Co-Founder

After moving from Philadelphia to Southern California in the
late 80s, Bob and Andrea Levey found themselves craving a
taste of home. As native Philadelphians, that meant one
thing: authentic Philly cheesesteaks. After finding only sub-
par cheesesteak sandwiches on the West Coast, Bob
combined his years of experience at fast casual restaurants,
with his passion for authentic Philly fare, and along with his
wife, opened the original Philly’s Best in Fountain Valley,
Calif. in 1992. After years of steady growth and same-store
sales increases, Bob and Andrea oversaw the company’s
expansion to the tune of four additional stores by 2002. Each
of these stores adhered to the Levey’s original business plan that focused on “authentic
Philly” in every aspect of the business. Currently, the company has more than 20 locations,
with a strategic vision to have a total of 50 Philly’s Best locations in the coming years. In
2013, the company is celebrating 21 years of successfully bringing Southern California
residents authentic Philadelphia cheesesteaks and more.

Prince Organization, Fullerton
Sunny Tolani, President/CEO

Prince Organization is a hospitality company owning award-
winning hotels franchised by the world’s largest hotel brands
throughout the Americas. Prince Hotels has become the first hotel
organization to apply for a change of corporate structure in California
from a “Profit Corporation” to a “Benefit Corporation” focusing on the
mission for social responsibilities while creating thousands of jobs
and growing the economy, creating a positive impact and meeting
full standards of accountability and transparency in the communities
in which it operates. Sunny Tolani is the founder and CEO of Prince
Organization, which began in August 2007 with its first Holiday Inn
Express. Since then, Prince Organization has evolved with over
thousands of rooms acquired in just over four years.
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ProBoards, Lake Forest
Patrick Clinger, President/CEO

Founded in 2000, ProBoards is the largest provider of free forum
hosting on the Internet. With millions of members, ProBoards is the
preferred service provider for forum enthusiasts across the globe.
Since its founding in 2000, ProBoards has attracted more than 22
million registered users and achieved a milestone of 3.5 million
forums created. The company’s site boasts over 15 million monthly
unique visitors with more than 200 million page views per month.
Since 1995, Founder Patrick Clinger has been passionate about
computer programming, the Internet and providing quality free
services to the online community. Patrick’s earliest websites,
HostedScripts.com and Web-Authoring.com, were also hugely
successful.

Project 7, Costa Mesa
Tyler Merrick, CEO

After many years in business, Tyler Merrick found himself wanting to
help more people through his work endeavors. It was then in 2008,
that Project 7, a consumer goods company that harnesses the power
of everyday purchases in order to create a positive impact in American
communities and abroad, was born. The products created under the
Project 7 umbrella include mints, gum, coffee, water and tees and are
distributed nationally in over 7,000 stores from coffee shops and
grocery stores to mass retailers. The cause-related company has
planted over 2.7 million fruit trees back into the earth through their
Save the Earth mission. They have helped provide over 1 million
meals in U.S. communities, over 16,500 weeks of education for people
in need, 19,800 nights of shelter for people in need, 37,600 people with one year of clean
water, 18,700 days of counseling for people in need, and 30,800 malaria treatments; all
through the sale of gum, mints, coffee and water.

Promotional Fulfillment Services Inc., Irvine
Daniel Barnett, Founder/CEO

Daniel Barnett is a successful entrepreneur and the founder/CEO of
Promotional Fulfillment Services Inc. (PROMOFILL). PROMOFILL is
an industry leading Third Party Logistics (3PL) provider specializing in
e-commerce fulfillment, warehousing and retail distribution services
for many types of companies throughout the world. Starting the
company in 2006 with just 1,000 square feet of storage space,
PROMOFILL now operates two national distribution centers in
California and Delaware and fulfills more than 2 million orders
annually. PROMOFILL clients range in all sizes from small e-
commerce startups to Fortune 100 companies. Key clients and
distribution channels include Amazon, eBay, Trader Joe’s and Wal-
Mart, to name a few. Since the company’s inception, Daniel has guided the company
through double and triple-digit growth in each of its first seven consecutive years.
PROMOFILL has been included on the Orange County Business Journal’s “Fastest
Growing Private Companies” list every year since 2008.

PTS Staffing Solutions, Irvine
Ronald Stein, Founder

The Stein family owns and operates PTS Staffing Solutions, a
leading West Coast regional provider of engineering and professional
staffing outsource solutions. PTS specializes in staffing to the
petrochemical, power, transportation and infrastructure related
industries. In 2000, only five years after the company’s launch, Inc.
500 recognized PTS as one of the fastest growing companies in the
USA, Ernst & Young presented the Entrepreneur of the Year Award to
Ronald and the Orange County Business Journal recognized PTS as
an Up and Coming Family Business at its Family Owned Business
Awards. Recently, PTS Staffing Solutions was ranked as the 12th
largest employment agency in the 2013 Orange County Business Journal Book Of Lists,
with a 55 percent growth in income over 2012.

Purple Platypus, Irvine
David Cox, Founder/CEO

David Cox, founder and CEO of the leading 3D printer distributor,
Purple Platypus, started his business in 2007 with just two employees,
one 3D printer and $40,000. Today, David runs a multi-million dollar
company with over 20 3D printers in-house, and a complete team of
sales, marketing and service experts. From his Costa Mesa home
garage in 2007 to his 4,000 sq. ft. showroom in Irvine painted in bright
purple, David led his company’s success to new heights, becoming
one of the top 3D printing technology distributors in the world for
Stratasys Ltd. In 2011, Purple Platypus ranked in the top 10 on the
Orange County Business Journal’s 100 Fastest Growing Private
Companies in Orange County with nearly 400 percent revenue growth
from the previous two years. In 2012, David expanded his business to offer rapid
prototyping services, now operating under Purple Porcupine.

Real Office Centers, Newport Beach
Ron McElroy, Founder/Owner

Ron McElroy previously established himself as a proficient
commercial real estate broker specializing in office properties
throughout the greater John Wayne market from 1983 through 1992.
During this period Ron represented landlords like The Irvine
Company, Prudential Realty and Koll Co. as well as companies like
Exxon, AST Research and Mobil Oil. After a short stint trading oil
futures and firearms with Syrian confidants, Ron launched REMC-

Real Estate Management Corp. Over the next 15 years, Ron’s standard for Class A
buildings and premier office environments, anchored with uncompromised service, set the
industry bar to a new level. Once Ron retired to the beaches of Hawaii and Mexico, he was
still “plagued with thoughts of not doing enough.” Ron jumped back into the game and
established Real Office Centers (ROC), a company that provides its clients with a unique,
open-source work environment where collaboration drives growth and creativity.

RealPractice, Santa Ana
Carey Ransom, CEO

Carey Ransom is a serial entrepreneur, and has been involved as a
CEO, co-founder, founder and senior executive in five companies in
the last eight years in Orange County. He has led two successful exits
and significant team and revenue growth during his tenures, with the
most recent transaction occurring in July 2012. Carey led, grew and
sold RealPractice, funded by Miramar Venture Partners, Rustic
Canyon Partners and a number of Southern California angel investors,
to ReachLocal, after joining the company in 2009 as CEO to find the
next phase of growth opportunity for it. He is presently leading and
building the small business marketing SaaS business within
ReachLocal. Carey is a Midwest transplant to Southern California, and attributes much of
his success and attitude to his background in his family’s 140-year-old retail business.

Retirement Benefits Group, Irvine
Michael Castner, President

In 2009, Michael Castner and seven other individuals he had
networked with over the years decided to open their own retirement
plan consulting firm to combine their entrepreneurial business
philosophies and redefine best practices for plan level fiduciaries and
their participants. They launched Retirement Benefits Group and
started with offices in Irvine and San Diego. The firm has since grown
to include 35 other employees and 12 affiliate offices in cities
throughout the U.S. The company’s goal is to provide expert, non-
biased guidance to institutional clients and their employees, and today
the organization works with both small and well-known companies
throughout California and nationwide. Michael has been recognized each year since 2005
as one of the “Top Retirement Plan Advisors” by PLANSPONSOR magazine.

Rhythm Interactive, Irvine
Peter Bohenek, President
Craig Cooke, CEO

In 1996, two college fraternity brothers
combined their passions for rock and roll and
technology and set out to revolutionize the
music industry. The mission: To create an online
music store for independent artists. Peter
Bohenek and Craig Cooke embarked on their
entrepreneurial adventure with $1,300 each, a
few instructional books and a single Apple computer. Without a single investor and the
Internet in its infancy, they faced many challenges along the way, but developed a solid
company. In 2009, they moved to acquire a commercial property building during the height
of the credit crunch and economic downturn. After moving into a new, expanded home, the
worst of the downturn hit and many of Rhythm Interactive’s clients cut their budgets and
pulled out of marketing projects. Yet Craig and Peter took pay cuts and did what they could
to keep the team together. In 2011, more referrals came in and with more demand for digital
marketing, came the demand to grow. This trajectory continued and 2012 finished as the top
total revenue year in the company’s history.

RJI International CPAs, Irvine
Manuel Ramirez, CEO/President

Manuel Ramirez started his career in public accounting in 1983 and
after graduating from California State University, Fullerton in 1987
joined McGladrey & Pullen. After a stint with PricewaterhouseCoopers,
he joined the firm of Miranda & Strabala, and became partner at the
age of 25 in 1992 of the successor entity, Strabala Ramirez &
Associates. Manuel established an international focus, serving clients
around the world from his LA and OC offices. Currently, RJI
International specializes in international tax and audits of publicly
traded and privately held corporations. In 2011, RJI became the
Southern California representative of DFK International, the 10th
largest network of CPA firms worldwide with 212 member firms, 386 offices operating in 82
countries, representing 10,500 partners and professional staff.

Sabal Financial Group, Newport Beach
Pat Jackson, Founder/CEO

R. Patterson (Pat) Jackson is founder and chief executive officer of
Sabal Financial Group, a diversified financial services firm
headquartered in Newport Beach. Under Pat’s leadership, Sabal has
grown to more than $6 billion in assets under management in less
than four years of operations and employs more than 130
professionals across the United States with offices in California,
Georgia, South Carolina, New York and Europe. Sabal expanded its
team by more than 100 percent during 2012, doubling the square
footage of its headquarters in Newport Beach and office in Pasadena. Sabal is also rated a
Special Servicer by both Morningstar and Fitch, and has been featured in stories in Wall
Street Journal, Barron’s, National Real Estate Investor, Bloomberg and Forbes.

Salas O’Brien LLC, Santa Ana
Darin Anderson, Chairman/CEO

Salas O’Brien is a 37-year-old company that Darin Anderson and a financial partner
purchased in 2006. At the time, the company had two offices and just finished a record
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revenue year. Then, in the face of the deepest recession, the
company continued to invest in its people, systems and grew clients.
The company experienced a revenue growth of 277 percent in in FY
2012. Based on the first four months of FY 2013, Salas O’Brien is on
track for another record year, a result of both organic growth and an
acquisition completed in 2012. The company has also accomplished
this through prudent fiscal management, with no outside capital
investment and has no debt in the company outside trade payables.
With nine offices from Santa Ana to Seattle, the organization works on
the most complex clean energy engineering projects that combine
energy, infrastructure and technology.

Salus Homecare, Irvine
Boad Swanson, President
Mark Mortensen, CEO

Boad Swanson and Mark Mortsenson started
Salus Homecare in 2004 to serve the growing
home healthcare marketplace. Boad ran the
company initially as president, while Mark
helped in an advisory role until he was named
CEO in 2011. Salus Homecare is on the
forefront of providing coordinated home-based
services, which include 24-hour skilled nursing, in-home care, senior home care, physical
therapy, occupational therapy, speech therapy and medical social services combined with
caregiving services. Salus provides a “one source” approach through its ONE CALL™
program by providing home-based services for patients recovering from hospital stays, the
elderly in need of assistance at home and victims of catastrophic events that necessitate
home care on a continuous basis. Headquartered in Irvine, Calif., the healthcare provider
has locations in California, Utah and Colorado. The home care provider was awarded the
Gold Seal of Accreditation by the Joint Commission, the U.S. health care rating agency.

Sapphire Laguna, Laguna Beach
Chef Azmin Ghahreman, Owner/Executive Chef

Chef Azmin was born in Iran, educated in Switzerland and has lived
and worked all over the world. For more than 20 years, this widely
traveled industry star has immersed himself in the cooking styles and
cuisines of classic and nouvelle French, Mediterranean, Hawaiian
Pacific Rim, Asian, Middle Eastern, Modern Australian, American
Southwest and Pacific Coast. In 2007, Azmin opened his first
restaurant and lounge, Sapphire Laguna, with its adjunct gourmet
specialty shop, Sapphire Pantry. From the very beginning, the
restaurant and shop were embraced by the Laguna Beach community
and beyond. His globally oriented cooking style and avid interest in

the best food products and wines from California, other parts of the U.S. and internationally
have solidly placed him on the region’s culinary map. His motto has always been, “When
you travel through the world’s markets with your palate, you don’t need a passport.”

SC Homes Inc., Corona Del Mar
Scott Cross, President/Founder

SC Homes is a family owned and operated home building company
that has become one of the most referred custom home builders and
remodeling contractors in the Newport Beach area. Founder Scott
Cross gained his experience working with his father, a well-known
home builder in Orange County. Scott embraces a hands-on approach
to building with personalized attention to every detail and a dedication
to quality craftsmanship. He is actively involved with the key stages of
the design-build-remodel process, from design ideas through
construction. Scott has surrounded himself with a team of craftsmen
and building professionals who all share his passion for excellence in
construction quality and customer satisfaction. SC Homes has been featured on HGTV and
Extreme Makeover: Home Edition, and was in the top 15 on the Orange County Business
Journal’s “Fastest Growing Companies” List in 2012.

Seabreeze Management Co., Aliso Viejo
Lisa Dale, Founder/CEO

Seabreeze Management Co., celebrating more than 25 years, is
one of the largest community association firms in Orange County. Lisa
Dale’s success stems from the longstanding business relationships
she’s built and her perseverance, hard work, curiosity and dedication.
In 2008 and 2009, while many organizations struggled during the
economic downturn, Seabreeze had its greatest revenue growth
years, achieved through more focused strategic direction and
development of additional revenue sources. Lisa is as community-
minded as she is a strategic businesswoman. One of Lisa’s greatest
sources of pride is her work with Mission Hospital. She has chaired
the Gala three times, giving her a great sense of personal fulfillment after growing it into a
$1 million annual event. As title sponsor of Mission Hospital’s Valiant Women luncheon, this
year and last, she vows to grow it to the same size. Lisa also is actively involved in many
causes that are important to others, including her children, her employees and their families.

SecureAuth, Irvine
Craig Lund, Founder/CEO

The inspiration to start SecureAuth came from a combination of Craig Lund’s experiences
from Netegrity and IBM. The biggest challenge building SecureAuth was bridging the gap
from having a great idea and getting that idea off the drawing board. Craig reflected that the
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difficult part was getting the funding to attract the talent to build the
product that companies will trust with their vital IT security interest,
and doing it on a shoe string budget. Craig went from self-funding
from friends and family, and now has raised over $18 million dollars in
private funding, and SecureAuth now has over 400 customers with 10
million corporate end-users using SecureAuth solutions worldwide. In
2012, Craig led the company to triple-digit revenue growth and was
listed as the sixth fastest growing private company on the Orange
County Business Journal’s annual listing.

Sonic Emotion, Newport Beach
Rajeev Kapur, CEO

Rajeev Kapur is a seasoned high tech executive with broad
global experience in technology, business development,
operations and strategy in the hardware, software, e-commerce,
social media and consumer electronic industries. Today, Rajeev
balances a fast-growing high-tech company with five offices in five
countries. As CEO of Sonic Emotion, Rajeev has earned awards,
opened new revenue streams, pushed the limits of technology to
create new opportunities for partners and expanded into additional
global markets. Additionally, Rajeev and his team recognized that
in order for the masses to understand what Absolute 3D™ sound
technology is, they needed to experience it for themselves. To
meet this challenge, Rajeev led the launch of Sonic Emotion’s first consumer-facing
technology, the Headquake® mobile app. Since its launch in January 2012, Headquake
has been downloaded more than 200,000 times, earned an award as a top innovation,
and reached as high as #13 of all music apps in the Apple App Store.

Sparkhouse, Costa Mesa
Torrey Tayenaka, CEO/Co-Founder

Torrey Tayenaka is known for transforming video marketing and
advertising into real conversations. A graduate of the University of
Southern California School of Cinematic Arts, Torrey believes in
social, branded interactive content. Rather than hitting consumers
over the head with blatant ads, Torrey’s team creates interesting,
entertaining and useful videos that enrich the lives of his clients’
customers. As an effective producer of media, Torrey has the
ability to not only create video content, but he’s also mastered the
marketing and selling of it to the masses. In an attempt to truly
master his craft, Torrey continues to tackle the industry’s most
cutting-edge technologies – including staying up-to-date with the
latest social media trends. Sparkhouse now provides clients with everything from product
video features to top-notch viral videos – and everything in between.

Sullivan Solar Power, Irvine
Daniel Sullivan, President

In early 2004, Daniel Sullivan launched Sullivan Solar Power,
one of the first solar companies native to San Diego. Only 27
years old at the time, he took a risk by venturing out into the cut-
throat business world to offer clients what he knew best: electrical
systems. While Daniel was in the electrical apprenticeship
program and during his stint with a local electrical firm dabbling in
solar, he became inspired by photovoltaics. From here his vision
became clear: revolutionize the way his hometown generated its
power by launching his own solar firm. With only $2,500 in the
bank, office space and a warehouse were luxuries. For the first
year, Daniel worked and slept in a garage shared with his old Ford
Ranger and his tools. Today this small local start-up company has grown to be Southern
California’s premier solar power turnkey solution provider with three office locations and
73 employees.

Tallega Software, Irvine
David Gerber, CEO
Peter Klentos, CTO

Tallega Software was founded in 2005 by
two industry veterans, David Gerber and
Peter Klentos. David had extensive
experience in the document management
field, having served positions at several of
the industry’s leading companies, including
Kodak, Hitachi, IBM and Kofax. Peter had
deep levels of technology experience in implementing complex solutions, as well as
managing a worldwide technical support team at Open Text. Together, it made sense to
start a company that would help customers make the right choices for document
management and workflow technologies. Today, Tallega is considered a “premier or
executive” partner with the majority of manufacturers it represents. The company also
intends to launch a unique cloud-based software solution in spring 2013.

Teen Entrepreneur Academy-Concordia University, Irvine
Stephen Christensen, Founder

The Teen Entrepreneur Academy (TEA) teaches teenagers
business and entrepreneurship principles to prepare tomorrow’s
business leaders. A 2011 Gallup poll found that 85 percent of high
school students wished they had more business classes in high
school and seven out of 10 said they want to start their own
business. Founder Stephen Christensen, an instructor in
Concordia University’s MBA program, was already teaching this
entrepreneurship curriculum to adults, and decided to modify the

content to help teenagers. The TEA was created and the first residential summer camp
was held at Concordia University in July 2012. Forty high school students attended and
learned entrepreneurial principles from 20 of this region’s top entrepreneurs while writing
their own real-world business plan. The best business plan was awarded $1,000 seed
funding. Thanks to donor support, 30 of the 40 first-year teenagers who participated were
from low-income families or at-risk communities and were able to attend on full
scholarship.

The KFK Group, Irvine
Kate King, Owner/Founder

Kate King has spent the last 10 years dedicating herself to
providing sound financial advice coupled with superior customer
service. Kate believes strongly in managing risk and protecting
against market downturns. Kate spent eight years as a successful
wealth advisor for Morgan Stanley before opening her own firm, The
KFK Group, in the beginning of 2010. Kate brings experience from a
large financial services company to the small business setting,
benefiting her clients by giving them personal attention. Kate
believes in a straightforward and transparent way of investing her
client’s money while preserving and growing the wealth that they
have worked so hard to build. The KFK Group is committed to maintaining the highest
standards of professionalism and customer service in its relationships with clients.

The Remington Report Inc., Laguna Niguel
Lisa Remington, President/CEO

Lisa Remington is publisher of The Remington Report magazine
and president of Remington Health Strategy Group. She brings a
distinguished 20+ year career in healthcare and is known nationally
as a leading expert on forecasts and emerging trends. Lisa’s
background in healthcare began as the finance director at St.
John’s hospital in Santa Monica, Calif. From this experience, she
became a turn-around specialist for troubled health care
organizations. It was during this time, she identified an educational
opportunity to reach a greater number of CEOs across the U.S. Lisa
filled the industry’s need by developing a 16-page business
newsletter. Within one year, the newsletter expanded into The
Remington Report, a 50-page healthcare magazine read today by 126,000 executives
across the healthcare delivery system. After more than 20 years, the business remains a
virtual corporation supported by long-term independent contractors from across the United
States. The flexibility of this model allows the corporation to add new contractors as the
business continues to expand.

Torelli Realty, Costa Mesa
Valerie Torelli, President

Torelli Realty is a leading woman-owned real estate company in
OC and the number one real estate company in Costa Mesa –
despite just one office and 15 full-time agents. With 35 years
experience, Valerie Torelli is an expert in all things real estate
(foreclosures, short sales, staging, curb appeal, etc.) which has
driven her success. Yet she is not sitting still – her firm is expanding
and moving into Newport Beach and surrounding arenas. As a
business leader, Valerie has a unique philosophy, encouraging rare
collaboration within the agency. By maintaining core values and
making the client’s goals number one, Torelli Realty’s team last year
sold 138 homes in Orange County, generating more than $70 million
in sales. Valerie is also dedicated to giving back to the Costa Mesa community,
sponsoring seasonal events for families and working with other local businesses to raise
money for area high schools, sports teams and charities.

Universal Services of America, Santa Ana
Brian Cescolini, Co-CEO/Chairman
Steve Jones, COO/Executive VP

Originally started as a janitorial services
company in 1965, Universal branched out into
security in 1977 and operated in both the
janitorial and security industries for over a
decade, until the janitorial division was sold in
1989. Starting out as a contract security
guard, Brian Cescolini took his intimate
knowledge of the security world and quickly
rose to the top of the industry, joining
Universal as a manager in 1981. Fifteen years later, with an impressive background in
executive management with Fortune 200 service companies, Steve Jones came on as the
company’s regional manager. In 2001, Brian and Steve became owners of Universal, and
from that point on the company has seen major revenue growth. In 2008, they launched
two new companies to operate under the Universal umbrella with their protection and
fire/life safety companies: Universal Security Systems and Universal Building
Maintenance. What began as a small, steady start many years ago has now become the
largest regional security and janitorial company in the U.S.

Village Real Estate Services Inc., Laguna Woods
Marlene Bridges, Owner

Marlene Bridges is one of the most respected people in the real
estate industry in Orange County. Admired by colleagues and
clients, many have attested to Marlene’s vast knowledge of people
and resources and her reputation as an exceptional service provider.
Marlene’s career in real estate began at the age of eight, helping her
parents build spec houses. She then worked for 10 years as an
accountant for a land developer and was only re-introduced to the
world of real estate when she began working in the financial service
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business as a registered representative and insurance agent. Marlene began working on
the mortgage side of the business and later made the transition to helping people buy
and sell homes in Orange County. Marlene also holds specialized designations as a
seniors real estate specialist and certified residential specialist.

ViridiSTOR, Tustin
Terry Mullin, CEO/Founder

Terry Mullin is an entrepreneur to his core. After leaving Quest
Software in 2002, Terry focused on a key innovation that he felt
would have significant market-changing impact. In late 2004, after
attending trade shows his entire career, it became apparent that the
event marketplace had not addressed the need to deliver
information digitally. Terry launched ViridiSTOR and today, it is the
world’s first fiscally sound and sustainable solution for information
delivery at over 1.3 million events held annually in the U.S. alone.
With its awards for technology, environmental stewardship and
acceptance within the events industry, 2013 should prove
successful for ViridiSTOR. Through the use of the ViridiSTOR
solution, paper pollution at events and the associated pollution to our fresh water
supplies will be dramatically reduced, as the EPA characterized the events industry as
the second most polluting industry in the United States.

Virtium Technology, Rancho Santa Margarita
Phu Hoang, CEO

Phu Hoang has overcome seemingly insurmountable challenges
to build a strong business and life in Orange County. Phu grew up
in war-torn Vietnam, risked everything to help his family flee the
country, and was the co-captain of his boat with the responsibility
for the lives of 66 people. During his brief stay in a refugee camp,
Phu mastered the English language, and even taught fellow
refugees in the process. Once in America, with no money but a
great deal of ambition, he earned a degree in computer
engineering. He built his career at several well-known technology
firms and after earning his MBA and successfully saving six months
of living expenses, Phu co-founded Virtium Technology in 1997. Starting with just a
folding table and telephone in a borrowed 12 foot by 12 foot office from a former
employer, today Virtium is a global, privately held, financially stable technology company
with demonstrated profitability in every year since its founding. Virtium is consistently
ranked by Inc. magazine as one of the top 500 fastest growing private companies.

Wicked Skatewear, Huntington Beach
Bethany Semeiks, CFO/Founder

Bethany Semeiks launched Wicked Skatewear four years ago and has maintained
consistent revenue for over two years, an impressive accomplishment as a niche clothing

company in a growing industry. Bethany recently fell in love with
CrossFit, and in the continuing spirit of entrepreneurship has
created a new brand, Wicked Athletica. Bethany has a warehouse
and storefront in Huntington Beach, a second store in Los
Angeles, and spends much of her spare time teaching new
skaters to the Angel City Derby Girls how to skate or helping the
organization grow. Wicked Skatewear has created uniforms for
roller derby segments on Oprah and Ellen; for the movie Whip It;
and for shows such as CSI: Miami, The Bachelor, Bunheads and
Hawaii 5-0.

ymarketing LLC, Costa Mesa
Ryan Lash, Founder/CEO

Driven by a desire to help others exceed both personally and
professionally through game-changing digital technologies, Ryan
Lash is up for any challenge big or small. Over the past decade,
Ryan has personally strategized and overseen the execution for
hundreds of digital marketing engagements for companies
including American Apparel, Callaway Golf, Ed Hardy, Mazda,
Microsoft, Oprah and UnitedHealth Group. ymarketing has
branched out into additional markets providing different service
offerings and officially rebranded as a digital marketing agency in
2007 after securing contracts to manage several large online
media budgets for companies in the Top 25 of the Fortune 500.
Over the past three years, ymarketing has increased billings 4,600 percent and the
agency’s local headcount over 200 percent, leading to a spot on the Orange County
Business Journal’s list of fastest growing companies two years in a row.

Yogurtland, Irvine
Phillip Chang, Founder/CEO

Phillip Chang is the founder and CEO of YogurtLand. Prior to the
founding of YogurtLand he also founded, developed and launched
BobaLoca Inc. in 2001. Opening over 33 corporate/franchise
locations throughout Southern California, has provided Phillip with
the experience and knowledge needed in developing and launching
unique concepts, as well as launching and managing franchising
operations. Phillip holds a strong background as a systems analyst
and has developed systems for various companies. From 1994 to
2001, he owned and served as a business system consultant for
Prime Computer Consulting. Phillip has also received the Minority
Retail Firm of the Year award in 2004 from the U.S. Department of
Commerce/Minority Business Development Agency. YogurtLand has been recognized as
on the Restaurant Business Journal’s “The Future 50 – the Fastest-Growing Emerging
Chain” List and as one of the 100 fastest growing private companies by the Orange
County Business Journal.
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